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E PRINCETO

Don't Learn Safety By Accident!
Be Alert, Don't Get Hurt

FIRST PRIZE AS KENTUCKY s
p•MUNITY NEWSPAPER, 1946

Number 4')

Buildings
chers Are
verloaded

Gets Leadership Award

•

elk Kiwanians
ils Failing Means
fS Lost To
munity

Tr -County Group
Organizes Artificial
Breeding Program

Here's Pretty 'Pat'

Pupils Lan $2.25

An Hour Working
On School Projects

Dairymen From Caldwell,
Lyon And Crittenden
Elect J. W. Hazzard
Assn. Chairman

Fredonia Agriculture
Students Report Gross
Income Of More Than
$23,000

teachers.and city
Ines are badly overthe county who°,
far too many emerhers", was the conm by Dr. F. T. Linan of the Citizens

City Given 40 Percent
County 20, Final Tax
Assessment Increase

Organization of a Tr -County
Fredonia High School pupils
Raises Made Final By State After Hearing At
Artificial Breeding Association
with agricultural projects earned
began last Thursday at a joint
Frankfort; Reeves Says Boost In Princeton "Barely
an average of more ,than $2.25
meeting here of dairymen of
an hour for 6,535 hours of labor
Enough For One Year"; Indicates More Revenue
Caldwell, Lyon and Crittenden
spent on 41 projects this school
Is Essential Here; County Officials Gain Reduction
counties. Temporary officers and
year, records of the Vocational
Agriculture Department show.
18 Commonwealth Cases From Tentative Figure
directors were elected to steer
The State Tax Commission put a final tax assessment
Highest earnings were in beef
the planning group until the asmmittee, in an adScheduled For First
projects, from which three boys
Increase
of 20 percent on farm lands in Caldwell county and
sociation
is
made
permanent,
afethers of the Kiwanis
4 Days
ter the required 1,200 cows have
40 percent on town lots in Princeton, following a hearing at
Patricia
Gail is the 5- with 2 cows and 14 feeder calves
:sday noon.
Eighteen commonwealth casedi
been obtained to be bred artifici- months'-old daughter of Mr. netted $721.42 for 163 hours of
Frankfort Tuesday, and no further appeals from this rulteacher load approvally, County Agent R. A. Mabry and Mrs. Pat Hardeman, Ur- labor, an average of $4.42 an all continued from the March
ing will be heard, Judge Clyde Wood told The Leader
Robert Taylor, son of Mr. and said.
hour.
Cattle
gained
5,080
pounds
Southern Association
term except one appeal from pobana, Ill. Mrs. Hardeman is
Mrs. Rumsey B. Taylor, 704 LuWednesday.
Ty School is 30, the
The organization will be a co- the former Sarah Delia Cun- above original weight and sold lice court, are scheduled for
cust street, was graduated from
Judge Wood, County Attorney
for $1,662.95, with production
, whereas in Princeningham,
operative,
affiliated
with
the
daughter
of
Mark
hearing by the Caldwell Circuit
the MeCallie School, Chattanook Clauscine Baker, Floyd Jones,
costs of $941.
s, both elementary
Kentucky Artificial Breeding As- Cunningha is.
Court, to be convened here Monga, Tenn., after making a disLowest earnings were receiv'Hyperinflation` Wave
chairman of the Caldwel County
ome classes run upsociation, which owns the central
day by Judge H. F. S. Bailey,
tinguished record in athletics and
ed
in
a
poultry
project.
One
boy
this
is
pupils, "and
Board of Education; L. C. Taylor,
breeding stud, located at LouisIs
On,
Economist
Says
Madisonville.
leadership.
raised 100 chicks which producwhy failures are
ville.
New York, May 31—AP—
superintendent of Pr i nc e ton
Included on the commonwealth
At the final exercises Taylor
ed
210
pounds
of
broilers
selling
opr system, accordJ. W. Hazzard', Cadiz road,
A new wave of "hyperindocket is the case of Dr. C. B.
schools, and Rumsey Taylor, a
was awarded the John C. Campfor $109.20. Expenses of $74 cut
t L. C. Taylor", Dr.
flation" as a result of rearmWalker, charged with performbell Award for Leadership. Pre- was elected chairman. Other ofmember of the City Board of
earnings to $34.70 for 96 hours of
ed. Urgent need of
ficers named were R. C. Nichols,
ament is beginning in the
ing an illegal operation. Eighteen
viously during the year he had
work, an average of 36 cents
attended the hearing
Education,
more
srooms and
Crittenden county, vice chairUnited States, Martin R.
cases are scheduled for the first
won the Walker Casey, Jr., MeCo-Sponsorship Of
an hour.
Tuesday and each addressed the
as indicated by the
man, and H. A. Travis, Eddyville
Gainsbrugh, chief economist
font- days of court.
morial Award as the boy in the
Gross income of boys in the
Event To Be Deroad, Caldwell county, treasurer
State Tax Commission upon varThe equity docket, made up of
of- the National Industrial
dormitory best exemplifying the
department was $23,208.85. Net
\e 100 failures in our
and secretary.
Conference Board, said to84 continuances and 18 new
cided
By
Members
s
ious phases of the Assessment
high ideals for which Walker
earned
was
$14,730
after
paying
year, that means
Directors are Charles Hester, J.
A called meeting of the Busiday.
cases, ccntains 11 suits for di:
Casey, Jr., former McCallie stusituation here.
expenses
totaling
$8,478
37
f wasted time for the
W. Morris and Ilaydon Murphy, ness and Professional Woman's
"In my opinion each dolvorce. Three appearance cases
dent, stood.
es, commissioner
Corn raising was the rnOst poH. Clyde
ol Lyon county; Bennie Manley,
the speaker deIan spent for rearmament in
have been filed since last term
Young Taylor was a member
Friday
wil
be
held
afterpular project; 14 boys growing
artment
of Revenue
the
D
of
R. C. Nichols- and George Coe- Club
e each pupil who of McCallie's
the months ahead will push
on the common law docket,
football and basditt, of Crittenden county, and nonn at 5:15 o'clock at the 6,858 bushels on 163 acres, which contains 18 continuances,
spend another year
and head 'of the State Tax Comus steadily away from the
ketball teams this year, both of
Floyd Jones, F. A. Thomas and George Coon Library to decide which sold for $15,474.44. Labor The probation docket lists 18
grade."
possibility of absorbing the
mission, said the 40 percent inwhich won championships in the
011ie Cummins, Iiialdwell county. whether the club will continue earnings averaged $3.14 an hour cases. • .
are closest to our Mid-South
unparalleled inflation of
crease on town lots is absoluteAssociation of private
for
3.298
hours,
a
total
net
inAlso present were C. P. Cart- as co-sponsor, with the VFW, of
that is why I think schools. He also
Grand and petit jurors will be World War II toward a new
ly essential if the City Board is
die excellent
$10,192.96.
wright, John Mahan, John Roy the 1945 Caldwell County Horse car
Committee is off scholastic Work while
sequence of hyperinflation,"
"of
selected Monday. The grand jury
to get its share of the State
at McCallie.
An
average
of $4.28 an hour
McDowell, Willis Traylor, Wil- Show, scheduled June 20-22, an
start in attacking the
he concluded.
will investigate the case of James
school esqualizatjon fund, which
was made on five hog projects.
liam Adams and Edwin Lamb, of officer said Wednesday.
oblems of Princeton
Hayes, Hopkinsville, charged
will amount to slightly more
Two sows and 16 pigs yielded
-1 than
Caldwell county; County Agents
:ell
county . . . for
A committee decided last week
with voluntary manslaughter.
$5,000 this year. He sail
3,970
pounds,
which
brought
in
0.
M. Shelby, Crittenden, and to sponsor the show. Since that
elfare means good
this boost in the assessment will
$938.95
at
a
cost
of
$448.63.
Net
Warren Gardner, Lyon; County time criticisms by other club
well educated chilbarely suffice for one year.
Soils Assistant Wade Graham, members have made it doubtful earnings for 105 hours of labot Veterans Honor County
best investment this
Mr. Jones told the Tax Comtotaled$4.
0.32.
Lyon, and Jim Hayes, agricul- if the majority membership wishWar Dead At Memorial
ler community can
mission the county school system
Six
boys
with
tobacco projects
.
Leo Hill, Roy Lowery
tural agent for the Illinois Cen- ed to participate in sponsoring
Id.
has paid off a $16,000 indebtedgrew 7,355 pounds on 5.9 acres. Day Services Sunday
tral Railroad.
n presented figures Tops In Contour Cultithe event, it was reported.
ness and is getting along aui
A
cross
to the Unknown Sol- City Assessment Shows
Nape,nses were $871.97, with a '
A
concerted
effort
will
be
e case of over-loadMembers at,the, meeting' Friday
right, without any assessment
dier and 137 crosses honoring $181,600 Increase; Suvation Demonstration
made to insure prompt execution will take a final vote to approve net'earning of $1,297.83 front a . men of
hool buildings and
boost, and mentioned the fact
Caldwell county who s
.
•
gross income of $1,969.80. AverLeo Hill and Roy Lowery, of of organizational plans, Agent
Report
pervisors Approve
or disapprove the action of the
stside School, built
that the rate of school tax assessage earnings an hour was 87 gave . their live:s for their counthe Quinn 4-H Club, won first Mabry said. Letters are being
The 1948 assessed valuation of ment has recently been increased
committee, it was reported. Charccommodate 350 putry in two world wars were
place in contour cultivation team mailed to all dairymen of the
cents,
les MeLin, president of the Horse
0 the last year and
placed in the courthouse yard City property for taxation pur- in this .county from 75 cents on
demonstrations in district con- county and membership blanks
Six cows and four heifers pro50 in 1958, it is estiShow Association, which was to
each $100 worth of property
Memorial Day. Sunday, by the poses totaled $2,852,
tests at Hopkinsville last week are in the hands of dairy leadduced 28,408 pounds of milk,
conduct the show, said Wednes:le Butler, built in
American Legion, as has been poses totaled $2,348,852.00, a rec- subject to such tax, to the legal
County
the
and will represent
with 1,825 pounds of butterfat,
ers
in
county
extension
clubs.
report
day he had received no informsord amount, according to
cornmodate op, had
the annual custom.
limit of $1.50.
in State contests during 4-H
According to Clarence Bell, UK tion about the club's possible for six boys with dairy projects.
Memorial Day services were of City Assessor A. F. Hanberry, Judge Wood told the Tax Comand will have an
Club Week, June 8 to 12, at field agent in dairying. at least
Total net earning were $1,284.65,
withdrawal.
held Sunday afternoon at the read at Monday night's Council mission that the county "is maino in 1953.
Lexington, County Agent R. A. 30,000 cows will be bred through
from a gross income of $2070.01.
First Baptist Church by the Ray- Meeting, attended by all coun- taining all services and meeting
er said only a be•
Mabry said.
Average
hourly
earning
the State association this year.
was Crider-McNabb VFW post, many cilmen, Mayor Cash presiding. its obligations" on the present
been made in the
Betty Jo Lester and Jacque- There are 27 bulls, all in service
$1.48 for 856 hours,
veterans attending. Former Chap- The assessment showed as in- tax revenue and urged the tenmmittee survey of
line Shoulders won a blue rib- at present, with Jerseys, GuernTwenty tons of hay were pro- lain Tom R.
Brown, pastor of crease of $181,625.00 over the tative increase of 30 percent be
n, as regards schools
girls'
in
second
placed
duced on 15 acres in two pro- the First Baptist
bon and
seys and Holsteins included. One
Church, Padu- 1947 assessment. The board of reduced. It was cut, finally, by
services here, and
exhibiting
team demonstrations,
j jects, grossing $300 at a cost of cah, delivered the address.
bull sired more than 2,000 calves
supervisors, R. C. Stevens, Fred the commission, to 20 cents, on
.,ire reports`as the
"Variety with Scarfs". Betty Jo in Kentucky last year.
$149.80: Eearnings were $150.20
Pasteur and Frank Cash, finish- farm lands.
ups. He urged that
Lester also won a red ribbon and
for
110
hours,
an
average
of
"Every
dairyman
with
one cow Presbyterian Churches
ed reviewing the assessment lists
interest themselves placed second in the individual
Caldwell county's school disFly
Experimental
Plane
$1.36
an
hour.
or more has access to top quality
last Saturday and approved the trict does not participate in the
t and lend their aid,
demonstrations b y showing 10 bulls under this program," Agent To Hold Vacation
One watermelon project pro- Washington To California
report.
equalization fund.
ways a basic white hat could be Mabry said. "It offers an oppor- Classes At Eastside
duced about,-300 melons on one
Mr. and Mrs. John Earl Sims,
Of the total assessment, $2,The county assessment is at
trimmed for different occasions. tunity for improvement of herds.
Vacation Union Bible School, acre at an expense of $28.95 for former -residents of Princeton, 261,872.00 represented property
29.1 percent and the city's at 21.5,
Jimmy Wallace and Frank Pool The average dairyman cannot af- of the Cumberland and Central the $91 crop. Net earnings were recently completed a transconlisted by whites and $87,980.00 according to State figures, on a
won a blue ribbon with a demon- ford to keep a high quality bull Presbyterian Churches, will _be- $62.05 for 95 hours of labor, an tinental trip from Washington,'
represented
Negros' property. fair cash value basis, the lowest
building
ofmy
and B y
s
htorus
at
gin Monday and will continue average of 65 cents.
D. C., to Los Angeles, Calif., in There were 1,183 white polls listfor herd improyement."
in the State.
BillyfarrowingMitchell
house. Jimmy
Two boys received $262.50 for a light CAA airplane, equipped ed, 184 Nergo. There were 99
"The program offers a means through Friday, June 18, PasCommissioner Reeves explainplaced second in terracing dem- to control the spread of some tors J. P. Bright and David 159 gallons of sorghum produced with experimental crosswind
ern Kentucky
dogs listed for taxation.
ed that a 40 perceht increase on
onstrations. Floyd Metcalf was diseases, such as Bang's, giving Schulberr said this week
on an acre. Labor earnings for landing gear. Mr. Sims is a CAA
Herman L. Stephens was nam- town lots in Princeton meant
Initiated At
awarded a red ribbon and sec- protection to public health. ArClasses will be held at East 119 hours was $227.25, an aver- employe in charge of aviation ed to compute the tax lists.
that if a taxpayer is now paydemonstration
with
a
placc
ond
training .in the Second Region.
tificial breeding has proven to Side School weekday mornings age of $1.91 an hour.
ro Monday
Payment of two $1,000 funding ing $10, he will pay $14, under
treatment of be economical and dependable beginning at 8:30 o'clock. TeachThe trip required about three bonds and interest of $240, due
number of Princeton of preservative
the new ruling, and said citizens
weeks, although flying time was June 1, was authorized. The paysince its introduction in Kentuc- ers will be Mrs. Jack Black- Rev. Tom Underwood
d wives attended the fence posts.
should not expect the State to
burn,
Mrs.
ky
Alison
Akins,
Mrs.
approximately
43
hours,
Mrs.
several
years
ago."
mnial of Madisonvilment will reduce the city's fund- carry the burden of providing
Louard Oliver and Mrs. Homer Graduated By Yale
Sims, who is visiting here, said
emple held at Ow- John C. Harralson, Jr.
Rev, Tom Underwood, son of Wednesday. She said they flew ing bond indebtedness to $10,- proper school or other services,
Patterson.
day, when 84 West000.00, and reduce total bonded, but that citizens of each cornGraduated With Honors
Rev. Bright will supervise the Mr. and Mrs. Kimball Under- the new Southern Skyway No. 1, indebtedness to $69,000.00 of
y novices were iimunity should expect to pay
wood,
of
Paducah,
and
formerly
first week's work and Rev.
named "Wrightway", in honor which $59,000.00 represents the
From Castle Heights
their fair share for what they
Lebanon, Tenn., June 1 —
Schulherr the second. Children of Princeton, was graduated this of the Wright brothers.
from here were Mr.
water works bonds, it was said. , get in public service.
4 to 15 years of age are invited. week at Yale Divinity School,
rl Adams, Mr. and Cadet John Chilton Harrelson,
Manager R. C. Tuck, of thej
New Haven, Conn., where he reHarHearne
Mrs.
Mr.
and
sOn
of
cDowell, Mr. and
telephone company, was given
CCIVCa his bachelor of divinity Chas. J. White Leaves
Prizes
Awarded
For
St.,
was
Main
West
relson,
602
Bramlett, Mr. and
permission to construct a con- Fredonia Pastor Speaks
Regulars Defeat Almo
degree. Rev. Underwood will as- For Kiwanis Convention
•itnott, Mr. and Mrs. awarded the Mary Fahey athleSales; $345 Received
underground cable, on At Rotary Club Meeting
duit,
Heights Here, 13 To 12 sume the pastorate of the Comp- Charles J. White left today for Main orstreet
Dr. and Mrs. C. F. tic cup on "Honors night" of
Rev. J. Holland Thomas, pas
from Franklin to
Drive
ton
In
Heights
he
Princeton
Calif.,
where
Regulars
Christian
Angeles,
scored
Los
five
Church,
Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Castle Heights Military Academy
Donovan streets. Mr. Tuck said tor of the Fredonia Baptist
An
ice
cream
party
for
15
St.
Louis,
Mo.
runs
Kiwanis
Internain
the
the
last
three
will
attend
innings
on
Mr. and Mrs. 0. E. commencement, May 30. He also
the telephone company will lay Church, spoke to Rotarians at
girls who assisted in the Ameri- the local diamond Sunday to
tional Convention June 6-10. Mr.
nd Mrs. Eddy Wood, was awarded a gold medal for
the cable preparatory to erec- their weekly meeting Tuesday
can
Legion
Auxiliary
poppy
sale
defeat
Almo
White boarded a special KiwanHeights 13-12. Koltinsky Truck Turns
rs. Robert Parsley, good conduct, having "zero" detion of' the proposed telephone night about "Real Men and
local
Saturday
was
given
at
the
Pitchers for the Regulars were
is train at Chicago and expects
. Howard McConnell merits for 2 years.
bnilcling at Donovan and West Their Calling". Present were
creamery Tuesday afternoon and Bob Stevens, Jack Cunningham Over Near Crayne
to arrive in Los Angeles Sun- '•
This trophy is awarded to the
Mrs. Robert HanA
visiting Rotarians Roy D. Thayer,
truck
Main
owned
by
Sam
Kolgirls and Morgan.
prizes
were
awarded
to
his
will
visit
where
he
day,
squad
football
the
member of
tinsky, proprietor of Koltinsky's
Fire Chief Clyde E. Kercheval Detroit, Mich: Newman Purdy,
selling
the
largest
number
of
Suzanne
and
Score
by
Mrs.
sister,
innings:
Shipp,
R
H
E
sacrifice
determination,
nklin, Roy Rowland, whose
Grocery, turned over near Craystated he will attend a school of Glenn Purdy, Noel Wise and Rev.
poppies.
Prineeton
her daughter, Mrs. Leo Robin,
223 020 112-1315 8
,H. C. PPool, Wal- and fair play contribute most to
ne Tuesday while enroute to,
instruction for fire departments Aubrey Meecham. of Dawson
Patsy
Quisenberry
and
Sidney
Almo
MarMs
and
son,
Charles
110
Mr.
Robin
025
300-12 9 5 Princeton
Mark Cunningham, the team.
from Evansville, Ind.
of cities of the State to be held Springs, and Everett Russell, San
Satterfield
received
$1.50
W.
Caliremain
in
shall.
He
will
ry, R. S. McGehee, Cadet Harralson, member of
Driver J. L. Moris was uninjurat the University of Kentucky, Bonito, Tex. Mrs. Russell atBarbara
Kilgore
and
Joan
each;
returnfornia about two weeks,
Attends Style Show
Merle Brown, A. M. the graduating class of 1948, in
ed. The body of the truck was
Lexington, next week,
tended as guest of her husband.
Mrs. Berdie Moore returned
ing by Houston, Tex., where he
addition to team spirit and de- Jacobs $1 each, and Sue Trader,
a complete loss but little damage
thers.
-—
Marilu George and Shirley Ryan Wednesday from St. Louis, Mo.,
will visit another sister, Mrs. E.
athletics,
was
a
in
termination
P patient for severwas done to the chassis or the
each.
cents
50
where
she
expects
Mr.
White
attended
H.
McCann.
a
fall
showDeMolly,
the
Order
of
of
load, Mr. Koltinsky said. The
Shriners' Hospital, member
Mrs. Ernest Childress, commit- ing of ladies' apparel at the Stetto return home about July 1
nd his parents, Mr. Red Key Society, was a Sgt.
acident was reportedly caused
chairman,
said
$245
was
retee
ler
Hotel.
E. Lane, were guests in Co. A., awarded good conduct
by
body
brace
giving
away,
alceived from the sale of 1,950
bar.
onial.
lowing the rear section to drop Hugh Cherry President
poppies. She said $100 will be Poppy Sales By. Fredonia
His father attended Castle
upon the wheels.
Of Game And Fish
to fulfill the balance due Legion Auxiliary Top $50
used
Because Caldwell County's tax times recently that blanket inHeights.
ue Proceeds
on a $600 pledge to the new hosPoppy sales of more than $50
assessment is the lowest in Ken- creases of assessments in counProtective Association
pital fund and the remainder for Saturday at Fredonia were re- 011ie Oliver Struck By
Hugh Cherry was elected pres- tucky and the necessity for re- way to equalize the tax burden
To Hospital
Hog, Veal Prices Dip On benefit of disabled veterans,
ported by the American Legion Railroad Switch
ident of the Caldwell County vising it sharply upward is and has made suggestions reBlythe Ebgert has
Engine
Members of the committee, Auxiliary,
the New Hospital Cattle Market Monday
011ie Oliver. Good street, was Game and Fish Protective Asso- pressing, H. Clyde Reeves, State garding changes in the Kentucky
Hog prices dropped $1 to $2.50 ceimprised of Mrs. Alvin Lisanby,
. from proceeds of
struck by a switch engine near ciation at the annual meeting commissoner of revenue, is com- law governing this matter which.
-1
Tudor and Mrs. Er('yue presented last on the Princeton Livestock Mar- Mrs. Elmer
the railroad roundhouse Sun-1 Monday night at the Farmers ing to PAnceton in the near fu- it is anticipated, he will explain
nest Childress, thanked the pub- Rears Fish 20 Years,
ture to discuss this problem with here.
day night. He as taken to the Nalional Bank.
Chairman Thos. J. ket Monday, topping at $23.50.
splendid
its
lic
for
cooperation.
down
Wants To Go Fishing
the Hospital Board, No. 1 veals topped at $29,
Other officers named were J. business' men, members of the
Members of Princeton's new
Princeton Hos*.al, where his
Louisville — AP — After
$2. The remainder of the market
condition is reported as critical. D. Burgess, vice president, and Rotary and Kiwanis clubs, it .Plermtng Committee, which is
20 years service as superinwas steady or higher with last Undergoes Operation
Shellie Dunn, secretary and was learned this week. —
working toward solving some of
Mrs. Hugh Cherry, West Main
tendent of a fish hatchery,
week. Baby beeves topped at
treasurer.
Commissioner Reeves has ac the emergency problems existUndergoes
Appendectomy
Father's
Herman 0. Ileson is making
$31, up $1; long fed steers $35, st., underwent an operation Wed
Miss Millodean Scott, secretary
'rhe association is conducting eepted invitations from Mark ing here, who are not members
plans to go fishing, after he
up $3; short fed steers $33, up nesday at St. Joseph's Infirm
Proclaimed
at Cummins Insurance Agency, FI membership drive in an at- Cunningham,' Rotary president, of either the Rotary .or Kiwanis
pay,
Louisville.
quality
retires
butcher
from
his
post
cats_
July
1
- AP -- Gov. Earle $4; medium
is recovering pt her home on tempt to increase the present and J. B. Lester, Kiwanis Club clubs will be invited to hear one
with ttsp Department of the
ed i.apiacklarui to- tie $28, up $1 fat cows $25 nil
Hopkinsville goad following an membership of 50 to 150. Mr. head, to discuss means of ob- or both Mr. Reeves' talks, which
Mrs.
Mr.
and
William
PickerInterior. He has been supere Jtine 14 as "Flag change. Milk COWs sold tort$75
appendectomy at Princeton Hos- Cherry said.
taining of a more equitable tax will he made Tuesday night,
intendent of the fish hatcherWe 20 as "Father's to $135 a head and best sp ng ing and daughters, Popy and
pital last week. She is a daughassessment in this community June 8, at the Rotary meeting,
Joanne, returned Tuesday from
ies here for the last 20 years.
ued formal proc- lambs $30. Number of head sold a two weeks' vacation to points
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
Mr. and Mrs. Rollie Guthrie and in other counties of the and Wednesday noon, June 9, for
was 1,270.
each case.
In Florida,
Scott.
Louisville, were here Tuesday. State. He has stated several Kiwanis, it has been announced.
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Convene Monday
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4-H Team Wins
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To Begin Monday
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Subscription prices: In County, $3; In State. $5.60: Out-of-State, $5; Cards of Thanks, $1.
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Even the most casual observer of the
current scene hereabouts is aware of the
growing fame of Kentucky Lake, especially as a fishing paradise, for hundreds
of cars, many with boats on top of them
or riding in trailers, pass through here
every 24 hours en route to the nearby
recreational place that's beginning to attract national attention.
Word of fine catches, by experienced
Nimrods and novices alike, has spread
around rapidly this Spring and fishermen
are coming in ever increasing numbers,
spending a good many dollars along the
'way . . . the closer to the lake, the more
dollars they spend, according to testimony
of businessmen .at Cadiz, Eddyville, Kuttaws, Grand Rivers and other towns in
the vicinity.
Writing in Sunday's Paducah SunDemocrat, Joe Mitchell points to some
of the reasons why Kentucky Lake is
going to attract many thousands of visitors this year. Later there will be millions
coming each year. His feature article
says:
"West Kentucky is becoming travelogue
country and the world is slowly but surely becoming aware of it. With Kentucky
Lake—the greatest of the 'Great Lakes of
the South'—running right through its
front yard, the good old First District
area is attracting more and more attention—and more and more visitors. During April, 53,156 persons went through
Kentucky Dam; even during bitter February the total was more than 18,000. Add
to that the far greater numbers of persons who line the banks of dozens of inlets in quest of frying pan fodder and the
figure soars.
"The Tennessee Valley Ho! Cruise of
pleasure boats which will begin here
June 15 after a two-day rendezvous is
doing its share of focusing the national
spotlight on us. The May issue of 'Motor
Boating' carries a five-page article with
several pictures of tie course the cruise
will follow from here to Knoxville. The
most prominent picture is an air view of
Higgins Landing at Eggner's Ferry. Paducah is appropriately advertised in the
heading: 'In June, A Fleet of Boats Will
Cruise in Company from Paducah, Ky.,
to Knoxville, Tenn.-650 Miles Through
The Picturesque Great Lakes of the
South'.
'Interesting excerpts from the article

are these:
"'Communities all along the Tennesseev
river from Paducah, Kentucky, to Knoxville, Tennessee, a cruising distance of
some 650 miles, are vying with each other
in plans to provide informal hospitality
for the visitors and their escorts during
the great rendezvous, which is tentatively
slated for June 13-23.
"'An unusual feature on the South's
Great Lakes is the fact that all-year
fishing is permitted, since TVA technicians have demonstrated to their satisfaction that 95 percent of all game fish die
of old age, rather than succumb to the
fisherman's lure.
"There are now 100 boat docks,' fishing camps and marinas in operation along
the lake shores. Thirty-one parks have
been opened or are being developed, varying from small tracts to 3,500 acres in
extent . . .
"Under the heading 'Tennessee River
Cruise,' the April 27 issue of 'Look'
ran four pages of pictures and text describing the pleasures promised by the
June jaunt. 'You can swim, fish, enjoy
scenery, make side trips and travel leisurely on a boating trip through the Tennessee Valley', said the sub-heading. And
the text: '. . . Cruisers can navigate up
or down the Tennessee's main channel—
between Knoxville, Tenn., and Paducah,
Ky.—in a few days ... Hundreds of craft,
starting at Paducah in mid-June, will
make the journey upstream to Knoxville,
under the cruising slogan "Tennessee Valley Ho'".
"A recent issue of 'The National Geographic' carries color pictures of the valley lakes, including two or three of Kentucky Dam and Lake. A recent issue of
the 'St. Louis Waterways Journal' and
one of the U. S Coast Guard magazine,
'Upstream' plugged the cruise.
"That rendezvous of those pleasure
boats behooves us to be on our hospitable
toes. The planning committee itself is
still unable to estimate how many boats
will dock at our riverfront those two days,
but apparently there will be quite a few.
There will be magazine and newspaper
writers in number—the goal is one to
every boat—and we stand to profit in
healthful publicity from their articles.
Not that we fell it necessary to kowtow,
but we newspaper folk believe strongly
that, 'It Pays to Advertise.'

Kentucky On The March

Junior's Snmmer Vacation
By Ewing Galloway
I asked the Henry Boggses the other
day if Junior, undergraduate, returning
from college shortly, was going to work
during the summer vacation.
"Oh, no," replied Mama Boggs. "The
dear boy is going to rest all summer."
Junior rested every summer when he
was in high school in which institution
he did not distinguish himself as a student, though he did make the football
team. For three months each year he
spent most of the morning hours "resting" in bed. Afternoons were given to
the movies and jolly teen-ager gatherings
around tables in an air-cooled drug store.
Young Henry had a small allowance from
his dad.
There was a mortgage on the Boggs'
home and a lien on the family car, but
nothing was too good for the dear boy.
He was not going to taste the hardships
Papa and Mama had endured when they
were growing up. And the old folks were
as certain as all get-out that when Junior
got through college he would start at
least half way up the ladder of success.
Now Junior was coming home for a
summer of "rest." That the mortgage on
the Boggs' home might have to be increased to finance Junior's next year at
college worried Papa and'Mama little.
As you may have guessed, Boggs is a
fictitious name. Also, if you ,know much
about the youth of your own town, you
will agree with me that Junior's bringing
up is pretty close to typical of the coddling more than half the youngsters in Kentucky and the nation are handicapped
didn't have to ask the Harvey
Baggses (name also borrowed), if Harvey, Jr., intended getting a job when he
returned from college. I took that for
granted, because the boy had worked every summer since he was 16. And he
never looked for a soft job. Soda fountains
didn't build muscle, and Harvey had been
taught from childhood that a strong body
was a mighty important asset. Another
reason why Harvey, Jr., sought heavy
work was that the pay was higher. The
Beggs' home was mortgage free and liar:trey, Jr. wanted it to stay that way. Dur-

ing the summers when Harvey was in
high school he put most of his earnings
in a bank to help pay his way through
college. The savinge helped, and at college
the boy had to work three hours a day
to make ends meet.
The sad fact illustrated by this little
fable is that the Henrys run into hundreds of thousands. As for the Harveys,
you can work out your own ratio by
counting them in your own community.
Of every five dollars spent by the average American consumer, one dollar goes
for food.
•
The electrical manufacturing industry
used almost one-fourth of all the copper
constithext in the United States in 1939.
Only five percent of the population of
Housing and household utilities ran
second in size in the average America
consumer's budget. Food takes top place.

triune capital of the NN,
ion in 1867.
• •.
The- Burmese celebrate "Tacontrary to
goo", their New Year festival,
lions about the industry
by, dousing every one with
a recent study in Parlafni
may
employee
water. The lowest
ad that 40 pet rem of
inundate his boss with complete did nothing fin
their t
•
impunity.
• • •
Normal life in an ant
Huge ropes 28 inches wide centers about one or ma
were used by the Persians to laying queens, attended
plied by
numerous
move a great army across the
Hellespont in 480 B. C. The ropes which she herself has n
• •.
held together 674 merchant ships
New studies reveal
over which stretched a plank
probable cause of ,
a
roadway.
• • •
ealis, known as .11
chose
lights", is streams of h
In 1858, Queen Victoria
Ottawa, then a City 9f 20,000, ions or particles, swam,
as the seat of government of the earth's atmospheTe Ir
Upper and Lower Canada. It be- outside.

in the United States in 1947 amounted
to just over $4 billion.
•
One sixth bf all the life insurances now
in force in the United States is group
life insurance.
•
The total enrollment of Sunday schools
in the United Statesis estimated at nearly 23 million.
•
Over 85 percent of all churches in the
United States have Sunday schools.
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Map shows route to be followed by President Truman on his cross country
train trip in June during which he plans to mike five major talks at cities identified
by stars. (AP Wirephoto Map)

SPRING PROTEST
Say, am 1 woman — or am '1
mouse?
Spring's no time to clean a
house,
While dogwood gleams in the
corpses yonder,
White as the curtains I didn't
launder,
While pussy willows nod fuzzy
heads-Like the dust fluffs lurking beneath my beds—
And brooks scrub pebbles as
sparkling clean
As my kettles were in their
pristine sheen.
But dishes can wait in the kitchen sink,
When meadows show flowercups, gold and pink.
Say, an I woman — or am I
mouse?
Spring's no time to clean a
house!
(Ethel Jacobson)
*
*
*
The University of Kentucky
dedicated its new FM radio station last week . . and I hope
some bright lad will find out
before long how to send FM
the distance between here and
Lexington . . . and I think driving up there for football ,games
is gonna be rather a chore for
me pretty soon . . . and anyhow, sitting down behind the
goal line is something of a strain
on this aging alumnus' ego.
*
*
*
Henry Sevison was downtown
one day when he first came
home from the hospital and
.wrote me a note. I took his pencil ard wrote him one on his
pad. He wrote some more . . .
that he could hear all right, but
wasn't talking for a while yet.
We laughed about this but he
made me feel better by writing
that many persons to whom he
wrote notes, replied in kind.
This is one for the psychiatrists,
I guess.
a
a
a
Pennyriler remarked to one of
the visiting Louisville Board of
Traders
here last Thursday
morning upon how well the big
town fellows took to the small
towns . . . and the gent addressed . . . Albert Phillips, vice
president of the First National
Bank, Louisville, said a poll taken on the train showed 74 percent
of those on the good will tour
from the metropolis were born
in little places, mostly widely
scattered throughout Kentucky.
*
*
*
Gov. Earle Clements and his
administration are to be congratulated upon the acquisition,
effective June 1, of Prof. M. J.
Clarke, Louisville, as director of
education for all the State's institutions. Mr. Clarke, a native
of Owensboro, is undoubtedly
among the best qualified educational leaders in the State, with
degrees from the University of
Kentucky, Wistionsion U., Columbia U. and a long and distinguished career as an educator.

way seems pronounced, t h e
Bourbon county candidate's
chances are undoubtedly enhanced by the Owensboro man's acceptance of this chore.
*
*
*
Dorothy published a notice
last week on the Society page
about a lady celebrating her
57th birthday. The lady came in
and denied any such celebration.
The "news" was contributed, not
verified, and the Leader is guilty 91• bad journalism . . . for
w h i.e h Pennyriler apologizes.
When you send news contributions to The,Leader, please sign
them.
*
*
*
A one-sheet report entitled
"Selected
Data on
Economic

Trends in Kentucky", published by the Office of Domestic
Commerce of the U. S. Commerce Department in January,
1948, lists valuable information
on Kentucky's population, employment, income payments to
individuals and other pertinent
facts of value and interest to
businessmen.
*
*
*
Action by the 1948 General'
Assembly in cutting inheritance
taxes approximately 25 percent
and reducing the intangibles tax
from 50 cents to 25 cents a $100
valuation has been hailed all
over the State as a substantial
aid to Kentucky industry. .Approval by Governor Earle C.
Clements and the vigorous efforts of the Kentucky Chamber,
aided by 12 State and numerous local organizations, made
these two tax modifications possible. The Manufacturer's Record
salutes the step as "a. boon to
industry".
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more time at his dentist's than
at his barber's. And, after a
weekend at Louisville, above the
corner of Broadway and Fourth,
has never been gladder to return to a small town.
*
*
*
Clyde Watson, chosen by Rep.
Virgil Chapman to direct publicity for the latter's campaign
for the Democratic nomination
for U. S. senator, is a happy
and wise choice. The Owensboro
is experienced
by
newsman
years of political reporting for
the Owensboro papers and learned his journalism and his politics under a master, Lawrence
W. Hager.
I*
*
*
The Second and the First dis
tricts must give Mr. Chapman
big majorities if he is to win
and Clyde Watson knows what
is needed to get this job done
. . as well or better than anybody. Mr. Chapman is fortunate
in this choice and, while lethargy among Democrats down this
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steady-pulling traction in the

field. Used as a tractor, the
Universal "Jeep" operates
plows, discs, harrows and
other implements at tractor
speeds of 2/
1
2 to 7 m.p.h. It's
easier on the driver, too.

YOU CAN HAUL AND TOW on
and off the road- when you
get a Universal "Jeep". It
carries up to 1200 pounds,

tows a braked load of 5500
pounds —on or off the road.
In addition, you also get the
comfort and convenience
features shown below.

//MK
unver s Seat of spring
and cushion construe- tion, with full back,
means more comfort
with less fatigue from
field work. Fenders help
protect the driver from

dust and mud,

Per Night Field Work
and highway driving,
the "Jeep" has powerful 7-inch sealed-beam
headlights — same size
lights as used on passenger cars — plus parking lights and tail light.
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American merchant shipping at the end
a
a
of World War H constituted three-fifths
Your reporter has definitely
reached that age when he spends
of the entire world's.
Food consumption a person in the
United 'States was virtually unchanged
from 1909 to 1938.
•
The electrical manufacturing industry
is the largest civilian user of copper in
peacetime in the United States

.
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osy to Drive as a car.
?ull instrument panel,
self-starter, conventional pedals and ac.
celerator. Change from
2 to 4 wheel drive
is
made by merely shifting
transfer-case lever.

With rower Take -Off
the "Jeep" has 30 h.p.
for operating all rypeS
of belt and shaft driven
equipment. You can't
beat • -Jeep" for versamit", ith.d year 'round

usefulness.
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There Should Be A
arden In 1948

iting of a local artag association which
Thursday
•ay last
meeting of dairymen
•,•II, Lyon and Crituties is a very imtoward impftzvement
in these cotinties.
as or failure of getgram under way will
n the Interest of the
totted.
breeding of dairy catstate is out of its
there are now some
to in Kentucky hayimately 33000 cows :
hilly. Considering the,
is program was not
into the state until
r four years ago and,
the strength that it,
is pretty good evi- ,
the enthusiasm with
'is been received by

The garden season will rbeeaetw
hs
eo
onths old when this
print, but many gardens are
younger than that because of
weather, wet land and the like.
Some gardens that should be
quite far along now are not
yen planted, for the reason that
"I can buy my vegetables more
cheaply than I can raise them."
But the writer wonders.
According to a good diet as
experts prescribe, and at LexingThe appointment of Mrs.' ton prices for the week of April
25, the per-person cost of vegeWbayne C. Priest, Hartford,
tables was slightly over $2.05.
as director of Women's Activi- This is
high bcause it includes
ties for the Kentucky Chapter "new" potatoes, southern tomaof the National Foundation for toes, lettuce, broccoli, cabbage,
Infantile Paralysis is announc- carrots and snap beans, at the
ed by Neil Dalton, State high prices such out-of-season
chairman.
vegetables should command. But
Mrs. Priest is active in polio, included, too, were canned, dried
civic and club work in Ken- and stored vegetables that a
tucky. She is the wife of summer garden here could have
Whayne Priest, Hartford busi- afforded.
benefit'
'pate in the
ness leader.
No matter What has changed
ogram it is not neeThe annual meeting of the since 1939, Nature has stayed
r' a large dairyman. Kentucky Chapter of the Na- constant. Rains still fall, the sun
liking three to ten tional Foundation for Infan- shines and the soil is as fruitful
benefit as much or tile Paralysis is to be held as then. Insects are no
more
the program as one June 8, in Louisville.
'difficult to control than then,
rge number of cows
the opportunity to
quality sires which
y cannot afford to
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Murray, June 2 — Paul
"Bear" Bryant, University of
Kentucky football coach, will
outline his "T" attack at Murray State's coaching school
scheduled for June 11 and 12,
Athletic Director Roy Stewart
has announced.
Bryant, considered one of
the best young mentors in the
Nation, has won 14 games, and
lost six during his 2 years at
Kentucky. Under his direction,
the Wildcats have become
strong contenders in the power-packed Southeastern conference.
Bryant will direct the entire
football phase of the school.
Ray Meyer, basketball coach
as DePaul University, will be
in charge of the cage section
of the school, Stewart has announced.
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his expenses, he presents his to anyone after three years of
I
AP — Here's wife with a bill. She ignores it. married life without any cause
a way to keep "trout widows" However, if his expenses are being assigned if both parties
'happy. Dr. Gale W. McGee of greater, he gives his wife the, agree to it.
difference in cash. This she takes.
If man and wife do not agree,
University of Wyoming says it
then as many as 11 reasons for
works for him. He keeps clime
dissolving a marriage are protabs on how
much his fishing Divorce Easy In Poland
Warsaw, Poland — AP — It's vided.
and hunting trips coat. Against
'this, he balances the retail value easy to get a divorce in Poland
if man and wife agree that's what Never Saw A Bible
of what he catches anti shoots.
If this figure is higher than they want. Poland's divorce law
Edinburgh — AP — A report
says a decree may be granted to the Church of Scotland de-

News representing lives, hopes, dreams and ambitions of those
who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county almost and the only disease that's new
40 years ago recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files of TwiceA.-Week Leader of those years will be published as a regular Leader is tomato blight, a small matter,
feature. The articles are reproduced just as the Princeton re- if properly - handled. But assum•
porters, shortly after the turn of the century, wrote them.
ing that an all-year weekly averApril 24, 1925. Miss Frances Mrs. F. B. Ferrell, of Shreveage of the vegetables the dietiOgilvie -underwent an operation port, La. The little stranger made
at the Riverside Hospital in Pa- his arrival yesterday morning. tians say should be used is $1.65
ducah for mastoiditis last, Satur- Mrs. Mattie Dudley, the happy lit was $1.00 in 1939), a gardenday and is reported getting along grandmother, left for Shreveport er's wage rises to $1.73 an hour,
reasonably well. Her mother, on the late train yesterday af- to compare quite well with
the
Mrs. R. W. OgilVris'•a'patient ternoon. •
income of experts in other purat the Riverside Hospital, being
suits. Garden income is not taxatreated for tonsilitis.
May 26, 1925. Miss Anna Maude
Cunningham and K at her ine ble; this is lawful tax evasion.
May 1, 1925. Anna Steadman, Childress have returned from Besides the gardener's economic
the little daughter of Mr. and Hopkinsville, where they attend- gains, there are those of the
Mrs. Harvey Leech, is quite ill ed school at Bethel Womans spirit, the satisfaction from being part-creator of his vegetaof pneumonia, a trained nurse College.
being with her.
bles, to say nothing of the enjoyMay 29, 1925. Misses Sallie and ment which comes from having
May 11, 1925. Rumsey Taylor, Maggie Wylie left today for Los those vegetables graden-fresh.
of Princeton, student at George- Angeles, Calif., where they will
for clarification. The result is a
town College, will assist Miss spend the summer.
sharp, clean tale, dramatic, balElanor Campbell, of Middlesboro, in the senior piano recital
June 2, 1925. Mrs. J. A. Stegar anced, exciting.
on May 26 in Euepian Hall un- is at Georgetown attending the
The Sumter, originally a Britder the auspices of the music commencement exercises at
ish packet steamer, was bought
department of the College.
Georgetown College, where
by the Confederacy and fitted,
James. Jr., is a member of the
May 26, 1925. Word has been Taduating class. Mrs. Stegar will out as a warship. Semmes took
received here of a visit from the also attend the Campbell Taylor her to sea in 1861. In six months.,
stork at the home of Mr. and wedding. ,
in a ship that could carry only
eight-days supply of coal, SemJune 19, 1925. Messrs. Urey
mescruised from the West Indies
Jones and Walter Myers are enand
Brazil, to Gibraltar. He capjoying a trip to Washington City,
Baltimore, Philadelphia, N e w tured 18 ships, drove many others
York, Niagra Falls and other into uselessness in harbor, eludpoints of interest in the East.
ed and frustrated Union vessels
searching for him. Three pursuJune 19, 1925. Miss LaVergrie
ers cornered him at last at GiLester, who has been attending
THE GARDEN
college at Lexington, has return- braltar, but he made his way
ed and will spend the vacation baek to the South and to new adventures in the Alabama.
I months with relatives here.
Sam Davis doesn't come off sr
June 19, 1925. The Hon: J. well. Davis was the Nathan Hale
Elliott Baker delivered the prin- of the Confederacy and his herocipal address at the Flag Day ic death is well presented. But
exercises of the Madisonville that brave episode rests upon
Lodge of Elks at that place last only a slender reed of a story.
The book is a pleasant romance,
Sunday.
told with sympathy, but there is
It's new..a bargain!
Safe, effective dust
June 23, 1948. Miss Mary Bell a sketchiness in telling of Davis'
and gun—all in one!
Lowery entertained Thursday scouting missions that does not
evening at the home of her par do justice to the real depth and
ents. Mr. and Mrs. M. S. Low- daring of his career.
ery on t h e Marion-Princeton
Everybody Reads the Leader
pike, a short distance from here.
A delightful evening was spent

Trout Widow Pleased
Laramie, Wyo.
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Girls' side leather
school oxford, Sanitized lining. 12/
1
2-3.
Sizes 8/
1
2-12, 3.79.
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Brown or red with
white saddle oxford.
Rubber heel a n d
sole. Girls, Women,
3/
1
2-10.
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PLUS! SECOND THRILLING FEATURE!

NIGHTMARE OF FEAR! . .
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ing cut-outs . . . he'll be all
eyes when you whirl by
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Gene Krupa
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Not a temporary
price cut, but new,
lower regular
prices on many of
our best-selling
styles in Dress and
Work Shoes for
men, boys, misses
and children.

Edred Hdwe. Co.

By Bob Price
REBEL RAIDER, Raphael Sem
Tries' cruise in C.S.S., Sumter
edited by Harpur Allen Gros
nell. (University of North Ca
rolina Press; $3.75); ON JOR
DAN'S BANKS, by Adelaide
Rowell (Bobbs-Merrill; $3)
Here are the stories of tw
heroes of the Southern Confederacy, Raphael Semmes and Sa
Davis. Davis' adventures as
Confederate scout have fictions
treatment; Semmes' saga is tol
in his ,own words. It is no discredit to the real;life Davis, bu
Semmes emerges here with the
greater glory.
Semmes wrote his4:Memoirs
Service Aloat" in 1869 after thc
close of the Civil war, in whic
he won renown as "the firs
great commerce-raider of th
days of steam." His historica
reputation ia based chiefly upo
his cruise with the famous Alabama, hut he met his real ten
as a naval raider in his firs
Confederate command, the Sum.
ter.
Gosnell, a lieutenant comman
der in the U. S. Naval Reserve
has perceived—And well developed—the significance and historical importance of the Sumter's exploits. The technique I.
simple. Gosnell merely has lift
eel the Sumter story out of tin
"Memoirs", stripped out Semmes
political reflections and other ir
revelant material, and insert
his own deft background touch .

.

k y

Not a Clearance ...

BUG
BLASTER
4198

4-WILLIAMS PAINT HEADQUARTERS

and

FRIDAY

2/

I

io•„,.,

TODAY

WITH THE MOST
!KRAUS SCHEME
EVER CONCEIVED!

JUNE 13 - 14 —

OW

,

F$Ste„.'

4.

THEATRE. Note the pleasuregiving events scheduled below
and get in the "movie vacation" habit . . . the 'cost is
so small.

Again!

but do know about the tnoviee
Thy report observes: "There wit
a time, not so far distant, when
It was safe to assume that most
young people came from homes
where they received' at .least
some Christian teaching. That is
now the expection rather than
the rule."

IPITO

Here are excursions in sheer
delight that can be enjoyed
from the comfortable cushion
seat of your Cool CAPITOL

Carryin'
on

panes the finding that some children have never seen a Bible

DISPERATE
V

1IMOD''

STEVE BRODIE • AUDREY LONG
THURS. & FRI., JUNE 10-11
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For Summertime Glamor
By Betty Clarke
(AP Newareaturea

Beauty

Editor)

Whip out your bicycle, tennis
racket, golf sticks and swim
suit, and exercise for health and
beauty.
You don't have to be an expert at any sport to enjoy it. The
real purpose of engaging in it,
besides your competitive spirit
or love of the sport, should be
to treat your muscles to a ton -

, Roby Mokus

Shirloy

Ky. Farm News

Six growers of sweet corn in
Harlan county 'lett year made
between $800 and $1,000 an acre,
selling it as a cash crop.
Every mmber of the Hilictest
Homemakers Club jn McCracken county made a cotton' dress
as 'a result of the clothing pro-

Mg and your lungs to a good
deep breathing tonic.
One of the most beneficial exercises for women is swimming.
Perhaps you can't swim the English Channel or wear a bathing
suit as can Esther Williams.
Maybe your best and only
"stroke" is the dog paddle. But
don't be discouraged. Whethei
you put on the puppy water ad
de the breast stroke, Aus

Jul

Home Made Trsitor
Des Moines- i'/141-Tyso Manchester farmers have a tractor
they built themselves after a
visit to junk yards and used
car dealers. Carl Antons and his
Childs,
brother-in-law, Lester

a

roldhisWeis
001Y P°"'
ve lb
usees remie
diatrilit
tlby the depart!!
Kies

needed a light, speeay tractor
for hay baling. Unable to find
anything to suit their needs,
they built their own machine
for about $600.
Features of their tractor include two speeds in reverse instead of The usual one, an a fivespeed transmission, which, combined with a two-speed rear axle,
gives the tractor 10 speeds forward, from one to 35 miles an
hour.

fill

oiltyyle
leueSde •

ject.
.Congleton Bros. of Madison
county have, to date, half filled
their silo with alfalfa and bluegrass silage, the first grass silage
to be used in the county.
The Bell Hi 4-H Club has
completed the second spraying
of 750 apple trees for farmers
throughout Bell county.
As a result of clothing projects
carried this year, Bath county
Reds Push Radio
homemakers estimate they savMoscow
AP -- A new type
(ESTABLISHED 40 YEARS AGO)
ed $2,655.
of five-tube home radio receivAbout 2,000 acres in Spencer
Naturally, because of the comer with shortwave has been put
county were seeded to alfalfa
fort and economy, to mention
into production at a Riga facthis spring.
only two advantages tel es
tory. The USSR, "Pravda" reTwenty-nine homemakers in
help you Won your nip ReRepresenting all old-line insurance companported, is now in the midst of an
member Its less fuss to travel
Gallatin county have set out
intense radiofication plan for the
by bust
1,500 gladiola bulbs.
whole nation. More than 7,000,H. B. Brooks of Calloway
000 "radio points", including
county planted 25 acres of hyies with assets aggregating billions of dollars.
wired speakers and regular tube
brid popcorn for certified seed.
receivers, are functioning in lisHomemakers club members in
teners' homes and millions more
Montmomery county will visit
are planned in the next few
every farm home in the county
ivy Tempi s
Linda in June to stencil names en mail years. Listeners pay a small lisNoo three nise.lis
Remember, we write fire, life and all other
teners tax.
Susan Agar, poses for her first picture with her mother boxes.
A total of 4,200 cattle in Clark
at Hollywood, Calif. The baby's father is John Agar, who
Bake slices of eggplant that
has joined his wife in the pursuit of a movie career. county have been sprayed with have been dipped in a flour
allied lines.
rotenone for the control of catcoating in the over. Spread them
(AP Wirephoto)
tle grubs.
on a baking dish, cover with
county
Four-H'ers
in
Rowan
tralian crawl or back stroke, do some bending andstretching.
tomato sauce and grated cheese.
advertising
space
in
a
rallysold
swimming in any fashion will During the day you should take
If the slices are a little less than
They get rest
making $450 to be
A policy in this agency menus protection and security.
give play to a great number of a few seconds away from youri day booklet,
one-half inch they will need
the
club
program
during
muscles. It will help develop job to change your position, used in
about 20 minutes in a moderate
year.
lungs, slim down hips and sto- stretch and do some deep breath- the
(375 degrees F.) oven.
Ten
homemakers
in
Greenup
mach, strengthen back a n d ing.
See us in regard to retirement contract, beOne movie star has a good county estimated they saved $350 RiN..forellgreidgMlimliefea
shoulders. It will add grace to
method to help develop deep on the wool suits they made in
the walk,
a tailoring school.
•11
Golf will help slim the waist- breathing. She inhales as much
ginning at 65.
Kenneth 'Karsner, a targe corn
line through twisting and bend- air as she can, then slowly exhas
grower
of
Owen
county,
ing. Fencing is wonderful for pels it with a whistle. She finds
bought a 2,4-D spray outfit for
the bean-pole type of a girl who this controlled breathing develuse on his tractor.
'permitting
calves
of
ops
chest
expansion,
the
wants to develop
her legs. Horseback riding is deeper breathing. The exhaling,
good for back muscles and car- she says, can be timed to show
riage Tennis not only develops progress, and if the whistle is
the forearm but strengthens the steady your control is good.
Quinn
When on your vacation or
entire body. Bicycling is partiThe Quinn 4-H club held its
If you have been postponing selecting a
cularly good for the legs and will weekends at the beach, walk regular monthly meeting May 24.
'It
perpossible.
are
whenever
St.
Phone
54
if
you
barefoot
main
slenderize
hips
W.
The meeting was called to orMemorial for a loved one, why not come in
will help strengthen the arches
sistent about it.
der by the president Leo Hill.
PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
If you work in a sitting job, and is particularly beneficial to The group repeated the 4-H
and choose now from the largest showing
so much more important will it the girl who usually wears spike pledge. Bonnie Lowery led the
0
be for you to exercise. Besides heels.
club in singing 'My Old Kenin this section.
Walking is an invigorating
outdoor sports you will need to
C:014
tucky Home". Ten members an
sport. There is nothing quite like
swered roll call by naming their
4/14:r.
a brisk walk which can bring
favorite fruit. -Present also were
Good Quality
roses to your cheek and help
Wilma Vandiver, R. A. Mabry,
is
Good Workmanship
slim.
This
body
keep your
Mrs. Hopkins and Mrs. Crenone exercise which can be done
Good Value
shaw, and six visitors. .1
whenever the spirit moves.you.
By motion plans biere made
In Good Taste
for a weiner roast, in place of
the regular meeting in June.
Leo Hill and Roy Lowery gave
a practice demonstration of conBy Bob Price
GETTYSBURG. edited by Earl touring which they entered in the
Schenck Miers and Richard A 4-H District Contest, May 26.
The meeting was adjourned
University
Brown (Rutgers
Telephone 96
to play games which were enjoyPrinceton, Kentucky
Press; $3.50)
Forty-two witnesses tell the ed by the group.
Delicious home made candy
story of the Battle of Gettysburg - probably the greatest was served by Mrs. Hopkins.
.1
q.!.:7_.'"
INIIIIININEErdatitscsiE . .317` r
TAD:27..7_
elksSsls:Sisslte6
fought upon the North American
continent - in this re-creation
of history. A school teacher, a
farmer, an official observer for
the British army, newspapermen, private soldiers and private
citizens, and generals - these
are the narrators.
The technique of reviving historical events through the words
of contemporaries has been employed in other recent books on
this same Civil war period. The
faults demonstrated in them
again are evident here - a jerkiness in time sequence, a lack
of complete historical balance,
a lack of perspective.
Within these limits, the editors have done a sound, thorough
job. They have succeeded ad$1.00
1 qt. Grayseal Porch and Floor Enamel
urriteft she's a bride, bride-to.be or a matron -mirably in recreating the feverish tension and emotion of those
there's nothing quite like this beautiful so/id silver for a
2.00
7 qt. Cold Pack Canner
critical days of 1863 when Union and
Confederate
armies
that will go straight to her heart! Chances are her
Sling Type Weed Cutter
1.00
fought in the Pennsylvania Mils.
choice of Towle Sterling is registered with us. Come its
Their background interpolations
1.00
16 oz. Wet Mop
2 for
are crisp and unobtructive. Their
and let us help you choose a place setting
researches have brought forth
Dustmaster Floor Mop
1.00
some interesting documents that
or individual pieces of Towle - precious
have been too long neglected.
All-Purpose Hatchet
1.00
gifts
that will go on giving for years to come.
• As an anthology of Gettysburg writine, the book is interAll are moderately priced.
16 oz. Nail Hammer
1.00
esting, entertaining. As a unified
story of the battle, with full vis1 qt. Size 25% Pestroy
1.00
ion of all the controversies and
(sonnets that were involved, it
22 short Cartridges
3 boxes
1.00
is sheet_ of the mark.
A Staff
A DRUMBEAT, by
Hawaiian Wriggler Bait
1.00
Patrick
Doncaster
(Dutton;
$3)
1 2 lb. and 18 lb. Casting Line (Shakespeare and Mybeau) 1.00
12/
After tense opening pages, this
novel about the Underground in
Hammock
Canvas Complete with Grommits
1.00
reverse, the nro-German synitrathizers in Ulster, leans too heavi$99.50 Table Combination Radio
75.00
ly on the implausibly complex
character of Francis Emmett
$4.95 Frost Fold Freezer Kit
4.00
Kavanaugh, nit wi t, Peeping
Tom, amateur artist, flower fan4 quart Stock Pot
Enameled
1.00
Hopkinsville, Ky.
cier and incendiary. Folly, whim0.s*"
sy and fancy, and Eire, ire and
White Enameled Combinet
1.00
IRA don't add up.

C. A. Woodall
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WESTERN KENTUCKY STAGE
Try Leader Classified Ads -

C. A. Woodall

4-H Club News

MEMORIALS

INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE

Dollar Days In

Book Review

HENRY & HENRY

Hopkinsville

FRIDAY and SATURDAY

For Gracious Living

JUNE 4th and 5th
1°These $ Day Values

W

FOR

cordon cavce

Chrome-Steel Skillet
$17.95 Set of China

8 inch
39 pcs.

ss-̀*

1.00
12.00

Twelve Republican and seven
Democratic national conventions
have been held in Chicago.

For Dollar Day Values Galore

One Kiss-$50 Please
stood-min, - AP --- A young

IN HOPKINSVILLE IT'S

waitress at Karlskrona in southern Sweden was forcibly kisied
an evening in spring. She sued
the man, complaining that she
had got bruises and a cold. The
lodge fined the man 75 crowns
for disorderly conduct and he
had to Pay 100 crowns in damages So the kiss cost him $50.

Cayce-Yost Co.'
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Baby Sitting Pays His
Way To College

of 1,167 farm ponds
"cky has been stocked
far this
in and buss so
ponds in a few
only
ith
unties remaining to be
truck,
y the distribteari
ies department of the
Fish anof Game and
Tuesday.
innately 90,000 bass fry
placed in these ponds,
number expected to
..000 before the work

(AP NEWSPIIATURIS)

!ed.
wishing to have their
tocked may obtain finduring the fall, providmade application to the
m officer in their area

SAYS HE
— The man shown looking
at picture says he is Jesse James, who history records
say was shot to death in 1882. The Lawton Constitution
says it has "indisputable proof" the man is the famous
outlaw. Shown in the early day picture are, from left:
Jesse James, his mother, and his brother, Frank (AP
VV irephoto)

Recipe Of WePk
ILE-CRAFT
MINUM FRAMED
NDOW SCREENS
plete window screen availia half size or tell-sise
As A strong one-piece alumitome grooved foe strength
appearance with precisioned corners. STILE -CRAFT
FENS require no painting. no
g, never rust nor warp. Screenretains original tension--never
110f stains' Screens can be
wit rear 'round and screening
be replaced easily in groove
map-in spline STILE-CRAFT
Arnenca's most modern window
.
cost no more than
screens, have longer life mud
easier to care for.

1 teaspoon salt
1-4 teaspoon mustard
Paprika
Place shredded cheese between slices of bread, then lay
them in a greased baking dish
or pan. Beat the eggs, add milk,
salt and mustard. Pour over the
cheese sandwiches, being sure
the custard comes to the top after soaking the bread. Bake 55
minutes in moderate over at 350
degrees. Sprinkle with paprika
before serving.
Menu: Cheese puff, vegetable
salad, buttered peas, strawiprry
shortcake and iced tea.

iif Spencer coun- never has had a "nicer, more vetch.
It B.
ty, who estimates he is saving 20 uniform herd" than this year.
Before World War 11
Walker is grazing 150 pigs
bushels of corn a day by (ceding
S
cent of all
frOW 100 If, 200 11,01r1(1. •
tile
his shoats on pasture, told Pio II ,

bed.roods, and bottles.
Strieby, an honor student,
says baby-sitting is very practical for college students. "You
can study and be paid for the
time. And the babies provide a
lot of material for themes,"
Rabies crying? That's one of
the things that gives him pointers. His fellow-students have
just elected him Linfield College
yell king for next year.

We're itching to show you the te.,..,1u

tionory, NEW '49 Ford! It's The Car i,i the
Year—and you're going to love It! We
can't let you see it quite yet, but here's a
hint of some of the features you'll find
Is the NEW Ford in your future!

There is no comparison between the amount of work Mrs.
Wilbur Angell
of Woodford
county used to have to do in
her kitchen and what she does
now, she told Home Agent Margaret Van Arsdall. After learning in her homemakers club. how
steps can be saved when equipment is placed in the right order,
she immediately re-arranged her
kitchen for greater convenience.
Then she placed a cabinet over
the sink for dishes, and another
over the work table for supplies.
She also bought a bottle gas
stove.
We'll show you real "Picture Window"
Visibility.., more than 20 square feet
of "see-ability"--Even the rear window
is windshield big!
They rival the finest sofa for comfort and
room-57' front, and 60' rear seat!
Plenty of 11,p and shoulder room for 3
BIG people on each one!

The Kentucky Rendering Works will pick

The Car of the Year has plenty of other
features, too: a "Deep Deck" Luggage
Locker with 19 cubic feet of usable space
. new "Hydra-Cot" Front Springs . ..
extra strong, extra long "Para-Flex" Rear
Springs .. . new, larger, 35% easier-toapply "Magic Action" King-Size Brakes.
It won't be long before you can see
for yourself!

•

up your dead stock promptly, free of charge
and on sanitary trucks which are disinfected

Yotill love the new'Mid Ship' Ride!

daily. We pick up horses, cows and hogs. Call

You'll travel in a "Mid Ship" Ride . . . the
level center section of Ford's "Lounge Car"
lriterior where the going's smoothest!

Your Ford Dealer /nyder you to listen to the Fred Allen Show, Sandoy Evenings •NliC network.
to the ford theater, Sunday Alternoons• -NBC network, See your newspaper for tune mad Patio*.

Laden

Uandclph Motcrs
Phone 100

Yard

YOU ARE CORDIALLY INVITED TO ATTEND THE

FORMAL OPENING
OF

.

FEAGAN'S SUPER MARKET
FREDONIA, KENTUCKY

Friday and Saturday,June 4-5
- We want you to attend and see our new, modern way of serving our customers
We Feature A Full Line Of Nationally Known, Advertised Brands:
CHULTZ & BURCH
MILLER - PARROTT
UNION BISCUIT CO.
SUNSHINE BISCUIT CO.
NATIONAL BISCUIT CO.
KELLOGG'S BRANDS
POST'S (General Foods)
KRAFT PRODUCTS
ALL POPULAR BRANDS OF CIGARETTES

40
, yporis

Saves Steps In Home

The custom of presenting
gloves to funeral pallbearers is
in the near future, the division
. a survival of an ancient use of
has announced.
gloves as a symbol of high poFingerling
distribution
will sition.
begin during August. Fry and
fingerlings are obtained from
The Pacific Ocean contains
Phone 5174 the fish hatcheries at Glasgow more water than all other oceans
and Williamstown.
and seas-.combined.

er Lumber
ervin St.

Here is a dish -which is a good
meat substitute for the family's
supper, or it is equally good for
the main dish for a club luncheon. Food specialists at the University of Kentucky's College of
Agriculture and -Home Economics point out that the use of
eggs, cheese and milk makes it
a nutritious dish. It is also timesaving, for it supplies the bread
of the meal.
Cheese Puff
8 slices of bread
1-2 pound cheese shredded
5 eggs
3 cups milk

McMinnville, Ore. — Richard
Strieby, who is baby-sitting his
way through college, finds the
whole thing fitting neatly into
his career.
T h e 18-year-old red-headed
freshman, only male baby sitter
in McMinnville, started his evening profession last January to
help finance himself through
Linfield College.
The only trouble he had was
right at first,.when he advertsied as a "male baby sitter." He
had to add a postscript explaining he was a "male sitter". People thought he meant he only
sat with male babies.
"I'm doing all right," says
Strieby. "At first I said the kids
would. have to be in bed. I
didn't get many jobs that way,
so I go now whether they're in
bed or not. I keep them occupied
by playing games or reading.
One fellow I entertained by allowing him to snap my suspenders."
A practiced band with children because of a. younger brother and sister in his home town
of Everett, Wash., Strieby understands about diapers, strained

Agent Nevin L. Goebel that to. on

Pigs Eat Rye, Vetch

SWIFT & CO.

LEVER BROS.
PROCTOR & GAMBLE
COLGATE - PALMOLIVE - PEET
McCORMICK'S SPICES
INTERNATIONAL MILLS PORDUCTS
THE NEW ERA MILLING CO.
ALLIED MILLS (Distributor of Wayne Prt
ALL KINDS OF SOFT DRINKS (Including
• AETNA & PENNZOIL PRODUCTS
• MIDWEST DAIRY PRODUCTS
• PRINCETON CREAMERY PRODUCTS (Princess)

We Offer You A Full Line Of Produce At All Times
COffiplete -Refigeration Installed By E. D. Friedrich Sales Corp. (Harry Harris, Salesman)

ONE OF THE MOST MODERN FOOD MARKETS IN WESTERN KENTUCKY!
(Built by EUEN FARMER, Princeton, Ky.)

T. R. FEAGAN, Prop.

Phone 38-J

"
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Deaths - Funerals
Mrs. Mariland R. Woodall
The body of Mrs. Mariland
Rayburn Woodall, wife of James
Woodall, who died in Lexington May 2.0, was taken to Bardwell for burial Saturday, May
29. Funeral services were conducted by the Rev. Mr. Williams, of Paducah, at the home
of Mrs. Woodall's mother, Mrs.
Rayburn.
Attending the funeral from
here were Mr. and Mrs. C. A.
Woodall, S. Jefferson street; Mr.
and Mrs. C. A. Woodall, Jr.,
Murray; from Paducah, Mr. and
Mrs. Roy Woodall and children;
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Woodall
and children and Mrs. Dalton A.
Woodall; and Mrs. Hickman
Baldree, of Frankfort.
Mrs. Woodall is survived by
her husband and two daughters,
Fay and Gene, her parents, a
brother and a sister, all of Bardwell.
Mr. Woodall, a grandson of C.
A. Woodall, returned to his home
in Lexington, where he has resumed his duties as instructor in
the English department at UK.

Thomas H. Logan

At The Churches
FIRST CHRISTIAN
Sunday is Children's 1/iiy. At
the morning worship parents of
babies born within the year will
be present with their children.
Rev. Mr. Collins will officiate
and will present each baby with
a personal letter to be opened
on its 12th birthday. A group of
children will assist the adult
choir in singing the Children's
Day Anthem, "Suffer Little Children", by Charles P. Scott.
The young people of the congregation will present the evening service, bringing reports of
their experience at conference
this week. An installation service
of newly elected officers of the
CYF will close this service.
All men of the church are reBOOKED iN
IN(. — minded of the monthly meeting
Freckle-faced Robert Weitzel, of the Layman's League to be
13-year-old junior high school held Monday night at 7 o'clock.
student, was booked at GlenVisitors are always welcome
dale, Calif., on suspicion of at all services of the church.
murdering his father, Elmer
Weitzel, city prosecutor. WeitHOLINESS
zel was shot seven times as he
Revival services are now in NEWLYWEDS — Clarence McGee,
37 and his bride,
and his wife sat listening to a
progress at the Holiness Church Mrs. Eliza Murray, a widow
who admits she must be
radio program. (AP Wire.
on the Madisonville Road. Rev. more
than 90, sit happily in an auto after their wedding
photo)
Joe Bayer is conducting, asin Brusoton, N. Y. The newlyweds planned to travel to
sisted
by Evangelist
Maude
Turner, both of Dawson Springs. and from wedding ceremony in McGee's buggy but were
The public is cordially invited. forced to substitute neighbor's car when buggy
wheel

Kentucky Press
Meets June 4-5

Funeral services for Thomas
broke. (AP Wirephoto)
Hilton Logan, 26, World War II
LAMASCO BAPTIST
veteran who committed suicide,
Rev. J. T. Cunningham will
Caldwell county authorities said,
preach Sunday morning at 11
at the home of his parents, Mr. Annual Awards Will
o'clock at the Lamasco Baptist
and Mrs. Thomas J. Logan. Daw- Be Made
Saturday
Church.
son Springs, Route 3, May 22,
were held in Dawson Springs, At Mammoth Cave
The Kentucky Press Associa- PENTECOSTAL HOLINESS
May 24.
Old Madisonville Road, Rev.
Logan, who was a private tion will hold its 79th annual
Louisville — The University of rural Kentucky.
in the U. S. Army Signal Corps mid-summer meeting
They will be reFriday and William E. Clinningham, pastor. Louisville
will draw .from at quired tb practice
after 3 years' service in the
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
one year for
Saturday at Mammoth Cave NaEuropean theater, ' was released
least
31 Kentucky counties for each year they
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
have been helped
tional
Park,
President
Fred
B.
from the Army October 1, 1945,
Young People's Service 6:00 the 1948-49 freshman class in
by the scholarship fund.
and is said to have been des- Wachs of Lexington announced. p.m.
the School of Medicine, with apRecipients of the scholarships
pondent and in a nervous conRegistration wilt be held Fri-. Evangelistic Service 7:30 p.m proximately
87 percent of the
will be recommended to the Meddition since his return home. day and business sessions SaturWednesday evening
prayer class from the home
state, it
Instant death resulted when he day.
was announced today by Dr. ical School by the Medical ReThe Friday night program service 7:00 p.m.
shot himself in the head with will
Saturday,
Evangelistic
service John W. Taylor,
search Commission which will
include showing of films of
president.
a shotgun.
the Kentucky-Holy Cross and the 7:00 p.m.
Out of a total class enrollment be appointed after June 17 by
Survivors also include a sis- Kentucky
of 96, 83 will be from Kentucky Governor Earle C. Clements.
-Phillips Oilers basketter, Mrs. Katherine Holt, Chris- ball
games and another on the BARBEE MEMORIAL
and 13 from out-of-state. Out of Three of the members of the Retian county.
CUMBERLAND PRESBYTERIAN a
'Story of Printing Types."
similar class in September, search Commission will be phyJ. P. Bright, Pastor
Burial was in Old Beulah CemAwards of 1948 newspaper
1947, there were 83 from Kentuc- sicians selected from a list subSunday
etery, near Dawson Springs.
School,
9:45
a.m.,
R.
trophies for the best all-around
ky and 14 from out of -state. In ' mitted by the kentucky State
newspaper, best editorial, best C. Ethridge, Supt.
previous years, Kentuckians had Medical Association, while the
news story, best feature story
Morning Worship, 11 a.m.
made up only 50 percent of each fourth will be a layman who has
and other prizes will be announcclass. The 1948-49 enrollment in- hown an interest in the improveYouth Fellowship, 6 p.m.
ed at the Saturday meeting, said
cludes 32 from Louisville and ment of medical services in
Evening Worship, 7 p.m.
Wachs, general manager of The
Kentucky.
Midweek Worship, Wednes- Jefferson county.
i•
Lexington Herald-Leader.
Dr. Taylor said the increase in
day, 7 p.m.
You can't get it by wire
Kentucky members of the AsChoir Rehearsal, Wednesday, 8 admission of state residents was', Potatoes should always be
sociated Press will meet at 2 p.m. p.m.
due to the Medical Research Act,sorted before being stored. Any
After your home's on fire. Saturday.
You will find a welcome at all passed by the recent General As- that are bruised or cracked
Social activities cre scheduled services.
sembly giving the University should be set- aside and used
Saturday afternoon and the
$250,000 for the next 2 years for ,first Large size potatoes may
Get It Here
meeting will close with a dinner- CENTRAL
research through the Medical Re- , be used for baking, small sizes
PRESBYTERIAN
party that night. The speaker David
for boiling.
Where the Golden Rule
W. Schulherr,. minister search Commission.
will be Col. Don E. Carlton of
Full tuition scholarships of
9:45 Sunday School
Louisville, headquarters of the 10:45 Morning
During an eclipse of the sun
$600 will be made available to
Worship
Applies.
Kentucky Military District.
Siam, the people traditionally
12 students who signify their in5:45 Wesuninster Fellowship
Dorothy Ann Davis will rep- 7:30 Evening
tention of practicing medicine in heat drums, gongs, pans and do
Worship
resent The Leader.
things to make a racket, the
Morning Worship 10:45 A.M. tradition being
that a demon is
FIRST BAPTIST
Evening Worship 7 P.M.
A soil covering of asphalt roofswallowing the sun and must
H. G. M. Hatler, Pastor.
Youth Fellowship 6 P.M
ing offers an effective means of
he frightened away •
9:45 a.m. Sunday School.
protecting the house without a
11:50 a.m. Morning Service.
Ins. Agency
basement from dampnesss, sug6:45 p.m. Training Union.
gests the Department of Agri7:30 Evening Worship.
Phone 54
culture. Its studies showed that
— 117 W. Main St.
houses built on wet sites be- OGDEN
MEMORIAL
Princeton, Ky.
came dry within three months METHODIST
after the roofing was rolled out
Dr. Summers Brinson, pastor.
on the soil.
Church School 9:45 A.M.

U. Of L. Medical School
Draws From Entire State

Insurance

C. A. Woodall

Gus A. Portman

Contracts let On

HARD Of
HEARI
Now Hear Clock

The body of Gus A. Portman,
e
p(Bennytuetkhy
ho
em i
colo
ia
lr tc
nldoye
ap
7
W2,hipem

W

. Kentucky Roads

Trigg County To Get
New Bridge Over
Little River
Frankfort — Bids totaling
81,349,875.55 and providing for
of 241
bituminous surfacing
miles of highway and construetion of one bridge have been
awarded by the Kentucky Department of Highways.
W. M. Hooper, Caneyville, was
awarded the contract for a $45;724.40 bridge over Little River
on the Cadiz-Julien road in
Trigg county.
awards by counties
Other
were:
Marshall and Trigg — Mayfield-Hardin-Cadiz road, BentonEggner's Ferry road and CadizBenton road, 16.544 miles; Middle West Roads Co., Noblesville,
Indiana, $104,789.38.
Graves—Mayfield-Fulton road,
Mayfield-Brewer-Hardin
r o a d,
Mayfield-Paducah road, 22.626
miles; Middles West Roads Co.,
$124,420.34.
Simpson and Warren — Franklin-Bowling Green road, Franklin-Russellville road, Franklin Tennessee Line road, Bowling
Green-Russellville road, 15.779
miles; R. E. Gaddie, Inc., Bowling Green, $110,582.25.
Henderson — Henderson-Owensboro road, two stretches, 14.238 miles; R. E. Gaddie, Inc.,
$57,260.40.
Hopkins and Webster — Hopkinsville-Dawson Springs-Providence road, two stretches; Dixon
Sebree road„. Sebree-Onton-Ashburg road; Dixon-Clay road, two
stretches, 26.460 miles; Paul ATeegarden, Inc., Columbus, Ind.
6106,935.64.
Union — Morganfield-Uniontown road, two stretches, Morganfield - Shawneetown r oad
three stretches, 18.445 miles; Paul
A. Teegraden, Inc., $57,269.02.

FOR

last seven years who died here
Sunday, was returned Tuesday
to his home in Springfield, Mo.,
where funeral services will be
held Thursday, 410,ne 3.
Mr. Portman is survived by his
widow and several children. He
had been residing here at the
Henrietta apartments.

A new device
oped to give hopehas be
for
to
hufeb
aera,ing
sne.ei ewn
Tcherm
onow brith
n
ti nih
igaturtlele

of hearing may now
he
pers.
It is suggested, if
Almost 40 percent of the land
area of the United States-or for yourself or a friend,
about 740 million acres lying in
TONEMASTERS,
17 western states-receives too
705 Main Street Phone
little rainfall for safe general
Evansville, lad.
agriculture unless irrigated.
.
11111•1M10
•
01111.111111M100111.wen

the
new,
improved

the new, improv
RICHARD HUDNUT
HOME PERMANENT
at our cosmetic counter
$2-75... Refill Kit $1.so
prices plus 300 fed as

Quick:::
directions that anyone h
teem age up can fake!

WOOD DRUG STOI

11

pt-iced to save
era
_
VACI
%\e‘
t YEARS WE'VE
THROUGH
THE
BEGUN TO LOOK FORWARD TO
FATHER'S DAY AS MUCH AS ALL
OF CALDWELL COUNTY'S POPS
- - - BECAUSE THERE'S A GALA,
GIFT-GIVING AIR IN OUR STORE.
LOTS
OF
WOULDN'T
FOLKS
THINK OF GIVING POP ANYTHING WITHOUT AN F-C-C LABEL, SO GET ON THE BANDWAGON, SELECT SOMETHING
REALLY NICE TOMORROW.

ARROW SHIRTS * PALM BEACH SUITS * McGREGOR SPORT
WEAR * McCURRACH TIES * WILSON GOLF EQUIPMEN
STETSON HATS * SPORTSMAN COLOGNE * CRANFORD SPORT
There's no gift
that Father would
like better for HIS
day.
...and almost every
living room can make
good use of a new chair for
the whole family. No matter
what your furnishings are, we've
a chair that will add interest and
comfort to your room.

IF YOU'VE NEVER SELECTED
A GIFT HERE, YOU PROBABLY
DON'T KNOW THAT WE GIFT
WRAP, DELIVER, AND HAVE
AN EXTREMELY FAIR EXCHANGE POLICY. SO BUY

/4 4) IV 11-;
"Princeton Furniture

Phones - Night 18

YOUR
GIFT
DENCE.

WITH

COATS * TAYLOR SHOES * PARIS BELTS.

CONFI-

S

T:brII IIX

Undertaking Co."

Day 32
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he latest in home permanents ... featuring t
same type preparations ... the same improv
process used in the Richard Huchiut Fifth Avert
Salon for expensive waves!
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home permanent

Higgins Men's and Women'
Standard Bicycle.
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ONCE AGAIN!

Leather Chairs
Tapestry Chairs
Velvet
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Homemakers News
Cobb
t'ul,I)

Homemakers met at the
home of Mrs. One Bryant May
Dorothy Ann Davis
15. The meeting was called to
Phone 50
order by Mrs. Percy Piercy, who
read Mark 5: 26-32.
Mr.
arid
Mrs.
Stitch
J.
E.
Neel
'N
reTime
Club
me
Thought for the month was
turned
Saturday
from
of
season
pleasant
a
two
Mrs. Virgil Orr, who is leaving
the
to make her home in Minneapo- weeks' vacation, which they given by Mrs. Jerry Holloway,
sowing,
spent visiting relatives in Louis- and Miss Wilma Vandiver gave
earth prepared and wait- lis, Minn., was honored with a ville, Dayton, 0.,
Evansville, a report of the council meeting.
picnic last Thursday afternoon, Ind., and Lilbourn, Mo.,
No.the seed;
The major lesson was given by
where
is filled with fertile pol- May 27, at Kuttawa Springs, they visited Mrs. Neel's father, Mrs. One Bryant and Mrs. Jerblowing
given by the Stitch 'N Time Mr. George M. Ross, formerly of ry Holloway. Subject was "PlanPrinceton.
the soft warm wind that Sewing Club.
ning Your Work" or "What is
• • •
the mead.
Mrs. Orr was presented with a
Miss Katharine Garrett and Your Time and Effort Worth."
whole
hear
the
I
it seems
gift, with Mrs. Howard Powell Mr. and Mrs. John E. Young The minor lesson, on "Etiquette",
spent Saturday in Louisville.
rid singing,
was given by Mrs. Bryant.
making the presentation.
with
overflowing
art is
Misses Betty Jo Lester and
• • •
Present were Mesdames HowMrs. Emery Dobbins is visit- Jacqueline Shoulders gave
cp content;
an inard Powell, Mrs. Clifford Mc- ing her
son, Emery, in Inidana teresting demonstration of difthe hope of haryest seed- Connell and children,
"Nippy" polis, Ind.
bringing
es
ferent ways of wearing scarfs
• • •
and Paulette; Mrs. Leon Cumwait fulfillment of that mins and
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Teear, S. and Miss Lester gave a talk on
children, Brenda and
event.
Leo; Mrs. Orman Travis and Seminary street, have returned "Hut Magic".,
Gwen Castle
from Sioux City, Ia., where he
Members present were Mesdchildren, DeAnn and Joe B.; Mrs. was called
on account of the ill- ames Percy Plercy, Rudolph
Virgil Orr and daughter, Nancy; ness of his brother, Haydon, who
Mrs. John Marvel and Larry underwent a major operation Morris, Guy Lielen, Herman
. Vanderveer
May 28, and is reported to be White, Earl Wood, Rob McAlisRuth Deboe, daughter of Taylor, Marion.
improved. Mr. Teear's mother ter, One Bryant, Dallas Rogers,
d Mrs. W. Sherdie Deboe,
and sister, Mrs. Sam Silvey, of Jerry Holloway, John Dunn and
Springs, and Mr. Charles
Hopkinsville,e
accompanied them. a new member, Mrs. Otis Smiveer, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Vanderveer, Dawson
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Granstaff ley.
Visitors were Mrs. Guy Shoulwill leave Monday for Kansas
, Route 1, were married
City, Mo., where ale will enter ders and Misses Betty Jo Lester,
ay afternoon, May 22, in
Institute of Art.
Jacqueline Shuolders, W lima
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Wood, N. Kansas City •
nor of the Woodlawn
• •
an Church. Lexington, Harrison stret, on the birth of a
Cad et Campbell Cameron, Vandiver, Joyce Wood, Linda
e Rev. Hayes Farish of- son. Gary Allen, May 27, at Neil Dunbar, Oscar Cantrell and Piercy, Johnnie Bryant, Bonnie
John C. Harralson have return- Holloway and Ann Morris.
at the single ring cere- Princeton Hospital.
ed from Castle Heights Military
Academy, Lebanon, Tenn., to
Hard-cooked eggs can be used
her wedding Mrs. Yanderspend the summer with their
many ways for delicious supper
hose a simphrwhite dress,
parents.
• • •
dishes. Couple them with a well
gold belt, a white hat
Mr. and Mrs. Hobart MeGough, seasoned cream sauce and then
with a gold veil, and
Frankfort, are visiting their par- add sliced seuted mushrooms
shoes with a gold trim.
Mr. and Mrs. Elliott Orange ents, Mr. and Mrs. Leroy
Rich- and serve over toast. Or frizzle
milder corsage was of and son, Charles Elliott, of Mem- ardson and Mr.
and Mrs. J. W.
phis, Tenn., spent Sunday with McGough.
some dried beef in hot butter or
fortified margarine until it is
Vanderveer is a graduate Mr. and Mrs. M. L. Orange and
•
•
•
Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Nichols. •
Supt. L. C. Taylor and daugh- lightly browned and add it to the
ler High School and atter, Carolyn. and Miss Lou Nell
Bethel Woman's College,
Mrs. Howard
s .
E. *Day returned Russell attended the Lindle- eggs and cream sauce; se r v e
aad Bowling Green Friday from New Albany, Ind., Chatham wedding in Georgetown over crisp croutons.
l'niversity. She former- where she spent 10 days. She Tuesday.
was accompanied home by her
• • •
Give the frames of your old
u here with her parents. nephew,
T. A. Corcoran, Jr., who
Jimmy Franklin. student at sun glasses a lift with a coat of
Vanderveer is a graduate is visiting the Days.
Georgetown
College, George- red or blue lacquer.
son Springs High School
• •.
town, has arrived to spent the
Mrs. Albert Hansen, Mrs. Ed- summer with his parents, Mr.
ttended Transylvania Colward Kreft and son, Billy, of and Mrs. Ezra Franklin, Marion
Mich., who have been Road.
couple will leave June 20, Detroit,
visiting Mrs. Kerft's mother,
• • •
w York, from where they Mrs. F. I. McChesney and Mr.
Mrs. H. S. Eblen spent
axe 24 for Izmir, Turkey, McChesney the last week, re- day and Wednesday withTuesMr.
Mr. Vanderveer is a buy- turned home last Thursday.
and Mrs. Herman Lowery, Wood•
•
•
tobacco company.
lawn Court.
Mr. and Mrs. Rumsey Taylor
• • •
and children, Bob, Nancy and
Mr. Roscoe L. Davie, WashFred, left Sunday for Frankfort, ington, D. C., is visiting Mr. and
try Club Barbeque
barbeque will be given where they spent Sunday night, Mrs. Ralph Cummins and other
and Monday with Gov. and Mrs.'
ay, June 3, at 6 o'clock, Earle Clements and daughter, relatives here.
• • •
Princeton Country Club. Bess. They attended the LindleMiss Dorothy Ann Wood reinment will be provided Chatham wedding at Georgetown, turned
to UK, Lexington, Sundinner, and members and Tuesday and returned home that day, after being called here on
night.
guests are cordially in• • •
account of the death of her
Mrs. Charles Geiger returned father, Dana Wood, which ocrecently from Louisville where curred last Tuesday.
and Mrs. C. R. Davis and she attended a special flower
-,pg. of New Castle, 2nd,, show of the Beechmont Garden
Boston brown bread when
,vca Arnett, of Daytona Club.
sliced very thin and spread with
.1a. Mr. W. E. Davis,'of
• • •
a filling of cream cheese and
and Mrs. W. D. GoodMr. and Mrs. J. S. Williams
rnmsey, were guests of returned from Oklahoma City, finely-ground walnut or pecan
Mrs. C. R. Nichols here where they had been visiting her meats makes delicious tea sandwiches
brother. E. B. Martin.

The Leader
Congratulates

pwa.../4

turing the
improved
fth Averws

improved
UDNUT

ANENT
counter
Kit $150
Fed tax

tace
anyone his
Mori

' Peanut butter sauce is good
on cooked cabbage, onions or
cauliflower. Use 1 tablespoon
table fat; 1-4 cup peanut butter;
'2 teaspoons flour; 1-2 teaspoon
salt; pepper; and 1 cup milk.
Melt fat over boiling water,
blend in peanut butter. Add
flour, seasoning, stir until
smooth. Stir in cold milk slow'
ly. Cook over boiling water until thickened, stirring constantly.

Grated American chaise is excellent added to French dress
ing or mayonnaise and used ,on
a cooked vegetable salad. Serve
on a bed of crisp greens such as
escarole, chicory, watercress.
Grind leftover meat, moisten
it with any leftover gravy, season as desired and put in a
greased casserole, top
with
rounds of baking powder biscuit dough and bake in a hot
oven.

KEACH

* •

Hopkinsville

pm*

Deluxe Florence- Electric Range
Sensational!
Amazing!

. . and we feel exceedingly fortunate in securing a
limited supply of these
modern
Deluxe Electric
Ranges.

We

vol I22,,2

prevailed upon this
famous manufacturer of
top quality cooking equipment to help us out in celebrating our 50th Anniversary . . they came through
. .
a limited supply of
these scarce ranges ... we
wanted more, but they
said, "No, we were getting
far more than our share."
Due to the fact Keach's has
been dealing with the Florence Stove Co. for nearly

SwAIITNISS

0
TIC, TAC, TOE!
It's plaid again .. lovely

as many years as are being
celebrated, they felt they
wanted to do as much as
possible to make our 50th
Anniversary a success

A FEW DAYS SHOULD SELL THEM ALL!
We don't believe there will be one of these fine ranges left
by Monday night. ITS UP TO YOU TO GET HERE FIRST!
Wish we dould have secured enough to supply all . . but
we did our best. Come early.

woven plaid gingham cotton

Everything You Want For
CLEAN - FAST - AUTOMATIC COOKING
Automatic Oven Timer - Deep-well Budget Cooker
5-Heat High Speed Surface Units

In this lively two-piece dress..
'Dickey of white waffle pique
attached to the tunic with

ELECTRIC RANGE

tily. Of course it's sanforized.

Put your dinner in the famous Florence over ... set the automatic timer . . . then visit with your friends until serving
time. This wonderful range cooks your dinner perfectly
while you are gone... Backed by over 70 years' experience
in building America's finest ranges.

In Brown, Green and Rose.

MODERATELY PRICED

pearl buttons. The waistline Is
shirred, the skirt flared naugh-

Sizes 10 to 18.

USE OUR BUDGET PLAN

$12.98

KEACH FURNITURE CO.
(Incorporated)
The Big Stare

9 insors

Reach's Has It

•

igAIRF0VSERFORTRIMMERIFIRRIPIPIT40501c1OPIKOLTP

C.'EfOle.Kkilf61001i9.1-0_1K-0.0.1e0figfffgOiffNININIMNIONJON...16168NINMJNJMN.INJOIN
0
A

ittle Bag

A

lue

Would blow his horn,
Go weaving through traffic too fast;
'Twas a great mistake
To blow and not brake,
And Fate upset him at last !

A
A
0
A

5
rA

f21
;e1

A

The air turns blue. too, when a reckless Boy Blue turns up in crowded traffic! Other
motorists curse him—pedestrians fear him—and no wonder!
r0

Speeding is the prime cause of accidents—it kills 10,000 persons a year. And remember-50 miles an hour may be safe on good roads, on open highways—while 20 can
be dangerous in bad weather or heavy traffic. Speeding is driving too fast for conditions.

IS
IS

$14.95

Drive as though your life depended upon it—it does!
•

SPEND
A Mary Muilet

\SECONDS

TOP

ORIGINAL

SAVE\

chambray. . daintily spiced
with tatting at sleeves and neckline. The flared
skirt billows from a flatteringly inset waist.
Exclusively Ours, naturally.

LIVES

Crisp, zephyr-cool

"Princeton's

AIRRiglaPPIR131

Contributed in time public interest by

PRINCETON CREAM AND BUTTER CO.
JOHN E. YOUNG INS. AGENCY
C. A. WOODALL INS. AGENCY
ROBINSON IMPLEMENT CO.

RUSSELL'S CAFE
STEWART OIL CO.
MITCHELL IMPLEMENT CO.
MARK CUNNINGHAM, AGT.

•

Thursday, June 3,
..._
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Farmers Inspect
Pasture Progress

Don t Wait To Get UtTbittqn Postman
Canning Equipment

Al' — After
Lincoln, 111.
carrying the mail for 44 years,
John M. Knockel of Lincoln has
retired with a postman's dream
to
110t
INCti
:
ad,
Ft'
a
Veti
lo
.1
a record—he wasn't bitten by
of
wait until fruits and vegetabes
once.
dog
a
they
before
can
to
are ready
check on equipment. The gardenHenry I of England aided
fresh flavor, which is one of the Flemish wool weavers by offerreis
canning,
rewards of home
them religious senuctary in
tained only when young, tender ing
indusproducts are placed in jars with- Worsted—from which the
in two hours or less after pick- try borrowed its name.
ing. This requires equipment at
2. Have home agent check
hand, ready for use. Foods authgauge for accuracy.
orities at the College of Agricul- pressure
Check jars and covers to be
3.
UniEconomics,
Home
and
ture
are perfect and free of
versity of Kentucky, advise the sure they
or dents.
chips
cracks,
following:
4. Have on hand a supply of
I. Clean pet-cock and safety
rubber rings and. covers.
valve openings of pressure can- new
5. See that canning directions
ner by drawing a string or nardated July, 1947 or thereafter,
row strip of cloth through them. are
then destroy all earlier direc—
tions. Time tables for proeessing
Don't Forget
foods have changed, and it is
SALE
AUCTION
AUTO
OUR
important that new directions be
Every Saturday Beginning Ili 1030
used. See your county home
Rain or Shine
agent, or write the college, Lex$2.00 If They Don't Sell
ington, for the following free
$10.00 If They Do Sell
bulletins: Circular 440, "How to
Anybody can Sall • - •
Vegetables", by
- Anybody Can giuy Can Fruits and
Miss Florence Imlay and Mrs.
EXCHANGE
CAR
MAIN ST.
Pearl Haak; "Home Canning and
AND AUCTION CO.
HopkInaville, Kentucky
Vegetables", USDA, A 15-64.

FOR COMPLETE INSURANCE SERVICE
CALL

MARK CUNNINGHAM, Agent
111 W. Market St.

Phone 81

TO THE CLASS OF

'48

When you get your diploma
you'll have a big decision to
make. What field will you enter? Before you decide, take a
look at what the U. S. Army
offers high school graduates.
The Army's Technical School
Plan is designed to give you your
start Its a specialist in one of
more than nearly 100 important
skills and trades — and you can
qualify for the one you choose
before you enlist.

Good pay, excellent facilities,
plenty of room for promotions.
Talk it over new with your nearest U. S. Army and U. S. Air
Force Recruiting Station I
CAREERS WITH A CUTURF

U. S. Army and
U. S. Air Force

COURTHOUSE

A tour of a half-dozen farms
In Pulaski county attracted 65
farmers interested in seeing pus•
lure development. Oscar Garner
showed them a field where alfalfa, orchard grass, red clover
and ladino clover are growing in
abundance as a result of treating
the land with lime and phosphste. Three years ago, it produced only sassafras. persimmons
and sage grass. On the farms of
Henry Hail and C. V. Weddle,
the group saw excellent stands
of ladino clover as well as other

Enos (Country) Slaughter, right fielder of St. Louis
A RUN FOR THE CARDINA
Cardinals, skids across home plate on his back to score in the first inning of game
against the New York Giants at the Polo Grounds, New York, (May 27). Catcher Wes
VVestrum of the Giants has the ball too late to make the tag.. Umpire is Lee Ballanfant.
Slaughter came home from first base on a single to right center field by Vernal Jones.
(AP Wirephoto)

Telvision Race
On In Earnest

arantee up to $4,000 on real estate loans or up to $2,000 on
non-realty loans, but not to exceed 50 percent of the total loan.
Guaranteed loans on business
realty and homes must be repaid
within -15 years, atuhwithin r 40
years on farm property. The payments on non-real estate loans
must be arranged so as to repay
the loan in full within 10 years.

, Radio's
Los Angeles — AP.
four major networks have- served notice they are racing for
The number of World War II
television supremacy.
veterans enrolled in educational
A scramble for preferred poinstitutions in Ohio, Michigan
sitions can be expected from
and Kentucky has decreased 11
now on with coast-to-coast telepercent in the last year, Vetervision nearing a reality, experts
ans Administration t r i--s tate Contour Planting Pays
told the delegates to the Engibranch office in Columbus, 0.,
The importance of planting
neering Conference of the Nareported today.
corn around the hillsides of sloptional Association of BroadThe total attending schools ing land is seen in the recorcis
casters.
and colleges under the G. I. Bill of two groups of farmers in Mad"By the end of this year, teleand Public Law 16 in the three ison county, 15 bushels more
vision will be wearing long
states on May 1 was 197,569, corn an acre being produced
pants," Frank Marx, New York,
compared with 221,904 at the where contour planting was used.
network advisory member of the
same time last year.
Eighty-two farmers, who enterN. A. B. engineering executive
The May 1 enrollment this ed the 1947 Corn Derby, planted
committee, said yesterday.
year and the numerical decreas- their fields on the contour and
Marx, also vice-president in
es during the last year by states averaged 94.3 bushels of corn to
charge- of engineering for the
were: Ohio, 98,306, 10,266; Mich- the acre, said Farm Agent J.
American Broadcasting Company,
igan, 78,289, 5,612; Kentucky, Lester Miller. In contrast, 181
reported his network's plan for
20,974, 8,457.
farmers, planting their sloping
five video stations this year. He
• • •
land in straight rows, averaged
did not locate them.
World War II veterans in Ohio,
William B. Lodge, New York, Michigan and Kentucky have ne- only 79.3 bushels an acre.
director of general engineering gotiated 150,614 home, farm and
for Columbia Broadcasting Sys- business loans totaling $855,- Scorn Competition
tem, described the vast grand 255,576 under the loan guaranty
Quincy, Ill. — AP — Larry
central studio C.B.S. is building provisions of the G. I. Bill, Vet- Long, his toy banjo, and his
in New York but conceded that
Administration tri-state curbstone music-makers weren't
erans
the new Mutual Broadcasting branch office in Columbus, 0., going to be outdone by mixed
System's television studios in reported today.
choruses from six large high
Hollywood are the world's largThe total includes: Ohio, 78,- schools. The high school choruses
est.
631 loans for $467,063,669; Mich- were performing in the auditorRobert Clark, New York, tele- igan, 57,356 loans for $516,476,- ium here. Between numbers, Larvision operators' supervisor for I
664; Kentucky, 14,627 loans to- ry and his gang—ranging in age
National Broadcasting Company, taling $71,715,243.
from 3 to 7— filled in with enreviewed a recent telecast from
Home loans have accounted for tertainment from their banda submarine. The telecast, run- 93 percent of the total, VA said. stand on the curbstone near the
ning one hour and ten minutes,
The actual loans are made by auditorium.
showed the sub above water and lending institutions and not by
submerged and recorded crew VA. The VA, however, will gu- Everybody reads the Leader
actions during a simulated battle.
Ernst H. Schreiber, Los Angeles, Pacific Telephone and Telegraph Co. engineer, reported the
imminence of multi-million dollar cable facilities suitable for
transcontinental video transmission.
He said a New York-Chicago
television channel will be in operation late in 1949. Early that
year completion of the St. LouisJackson, Miss., section will close
the gap between the southern
transcontinental coaxial cable
and the eastern coaxial network.
"Transcontinental tele vision
can be provided about one year
after completion of the cable if
the demand warrants," he said.

grasses.
Fescue was of interest on several farms. On the Neal Haney
farm, the farmers saw a native
crop of this grass, and at Ezra
Pierce's, a good crop was growing on land too wet to produce
anything else successfully, said
Farm Agent Hugh Hurst. Clintion Cundiff, who pointed out a
20-acre fescue field on the farm
of Stinson Cundiff, said he was
well pleased with a cover crop
of fescue and vetch sowed following tobacco.
Sprayer outfits for 2,4-D, to be
ised on a tractor and on the rear
of a pick-up truck, were seen on
the farms of Sam Weaver and
Winfred Cundiff, respectively.

What to do um a Saturday
night has been partially answered for the young people of Columbus, Ky., and the surrounding ureic Since November, they
have met once a month in the
high school auditorium for an
evening of old-fashioned games.
From 50 to 60 young people attend, along with other members
of the family, swelling the crowd
to around 150.
Instrumental in promoting the
recreation program is Mrs. L. A.
Swartz, president of the Columbus Homemakers Club, who sees

Radio Service
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cakes. Pies, candy and '
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Service Guaranteed
PRINCETON
LUMBER CO.
S. Seminary St.
Phone 260

FOR
Malaria, Rheumsum
Neuritis & Other
Year-Round Service
On Route 62 119
In Kentucky
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It took seven days and nights
for the army of Xerxes, the Persian general, to cross the Hellespont in 480 B. C. Distance covered: seven-eighths of a mile.
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Young People Find
Folk Games Helpful
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EVERY MONTH
THE BILLS COME,:i1OUND
CASH TO PAY
AND A PLAN THAT'S SOUND

Bin vete.,
109 SHORT ST.

Don't let kills pile up! We can he:p yes
up-to-dala . with a friendly co.ii 100,1
Se* how much you need.,. and phone a
in. No red tape or annoying delays. tOIN
lure and a steady income ore the primed
quirerrents.
am.
You'll like our friendly service
coandential way of doing business

griteipstate FINANCE CORPORATIOq OF KY.
Phone 470
106 E. Court Square
Princeton, Ky. ;EORGE R. WOODRUFF, Mgr.

kiMl reds! Priam bluest '
legoiril Whites! Styles gal

PENNEY'

oll as comfy as going
borittoot! Long wearing
leather soles

DoesIt Al,p'cein

Sells Berry Plants
David Boggs, Laurel county
4-Her, sold $49 worth of strawberry plants this spring from
the patch he started last year
with 1,000 plants. Then he returned 1,000 plants to Farm
Agent Paul H. Gray to be given
another club member. His patch
was expected to produce about
40 crates of berries to be sold
this year.

TANK PATTER'S FOLLY. It Is hot
. . it is cold. You never quite
know. But It gives you hot water,
IF you keep It going. Hot water
this way may be very •spensive, for
you always heat too much or too
little. And it keeps you hopping,
turning It ON and OFF.

200 Homer Club

A BUCKET A DAY. Join the bucket
br.gode with this model. Lots of trips
to the basement to keep It going,
and you always hare to get rid of
the ashes. You'll use as much as o
quarter-ton of cool a month, and
still NOT haws constant hot water

You know how many times you've wonted
hot water and couldn't get It . . how
many times you've needed hot wester
and hod to wait for It . . .

New York — AP — Only 11
players in National League history have hit more than 200
home runs during their careers.
They were Mel Ott, 511; Chuch
Klein, 300; Rogers Hornsby, 299;
Johnny Mize, 257; Fred (Cy)
Williams, 251; Hack Wilson, 244;
Wally Berger, 242; Dolph Camilli, 237; Gabby Hartnett, 246; Jim
Bottomley, 206 and Joe Medwic, 205. Only Mize and Medwick still are active.

20 Bushels MORE Corn
Per Ton Of Stalks!

TERRY TOWELS

Prineeto

StockUpNow I ThirstyTerrys!
Take them swimming! Keep

some at world Replenish your
supply at home. Yea. NOW is the
time to stock up...and the price
is right! Red, blue, gold or green ••••••••
in gay plaids or smart solids. 18 x 36"
Matching BATHROOM ENSEMBLE
Thick, long looped terry, in harmonious solid
ns
rs
c;eloen:thay,
borders. ROEICALWD, buttercup,
peah.
and peach.

.. 79e
.. 49c
19e
Huge, wrap -around-you
towels, 22" x 4.4" size .. •

59c

Plaid face towels, 16' x 26' size

29e

Checked washcloths, 12's 12'
IOC
size

GET A

GENERAL411,ELECTRIC
AUTOMATIC

WATER

NEATER

M2W11 ALL the HOT WATER YOU NEED
es EVERY HOUSEHOLD USE. There's a
model to It your needs and your budges.
SEE IT TODAY AT

Princeton
Lumber Co.

Corn crop following lespedeza,
sweet clover, alfalfa, treated
with half ton powdered rock
phosphate produced 20 bushels
MORE corn per ton of stalks
than crop following untreated
legumes. Start this PROVED
soil-building program — put
Four Leaf NOW on legume
fields and on field you'll seed
to legumes.
Welt. to .

Thomson

Phosphate Co.

407 S. Dearborn Street
Chicago 5, Illinois

Penney's Famous Penco, Sheets 2,T.
Penney's Famous Belle Isle Muslin Bleached or Unblea.
.
59c y
Penney's Famous Pillow Tubing 42 in.
STOCK UP NOW - WHITE GOODS AT PENNEY'

8ro
620 Size

,••••
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UNIONS DEMAND U. S.

onia News

1AKE FULL

Mrs. Arlof Walker, Mr. and Mrs. (Wit Brasher.
Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Young
isited his parents.
Albert Walker, spent the weekend with their
son, Billy Sun Young, student
Dean McElroy at- at Columbia Military Academy,
Columbia, Tenn. Cadet Young
al Services at the will accompany them home Tues.
,netery in Marion, day where he will spend summer
Rucker: returned vacation.
•
Mr. and Mrs. Mitchell Lowry
• Tuesday, Where
several days, con- and sons, Wayne and Donald,
specialist.
Evansville, spent the holidays
Baker, Paducah, with his mother, Mrs. Belle
iays with her par- Lowry and family.
Mrs. 3 P. Baker.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles, T. Tay
just completed a lor, Bowling Green, spent the
and will go to holidays with her parents, Mr
soke will be em- and Mrs. Ivan H. Bennett.
Mr. and Mrs. Hamp Carner
es Landis has return- and sons, Phillip and John H.
ter accompanying her Morganfield, were guests over
.r. and Mrs. W. L. the weekend of Mr. and Mrs. Armkawa, Okla., where lie Vinson.
is a student.
Mr. Floyd Ordway attended
zel Fuller left Wed- the speedway races in Indianap
Nashville where she olis Monday.
a position.
Rev, and Mrs. H. K. Langston
irge Loyd, Elizabeth- and children, Greenville. spent
attended services at Thursday as guests of Mr. an
Presbyterian church, Mrs. A. 4. Eldridge.
orning. She was the
M is s Josephine Bucktinan.
est of Miss Imogene Canton, Miss., arrived Monda.‘
for a visit to Mr. and Mrs. pl.
Mrs. Seldon McElroy, M. Young.
., spent the holidays
Mr. William Howard Eldridge
parents, Mr. and Mrs. and daughter, Gloria Lynn, of
Dyersburg, Tenn., spent the
d Mrs. Dewey Cart- weekend with his parents, Mr.
vansville, spent the and Mrs. A. J. Eldridge. Mrs.
with her parents, Mr. Eldridge will join them Tuesday
G. Wigginton, Crider. to spend their vacation here.
nald Brasher, student
Bible Training Union was held
g Green Business Uni- at the Baptist church all last
visiting his parents, week, closing Friday night with

Washington-- AP --The heads
of twenty railroad unions de-,
manded Tuesday night that the
government take "full" control
pf the railroads and keep them
permanently if necessary. The
government now is in temporary
control of the railroads. President Truman seized them May
10, to avert a strike.

Veterans Administration 'has
cautioned veterans, builders and
lenders against consequences, of
making or accepting ao-called
"side payments" in the sale of
home properties to veteranss
with aid of G. I. loans.
Bergen, Norway, is so rainy
VA said such side payments-that even babies are provided
usually made for the purpose of
with rain coats, and hats and
evading the prohibition against
umbrellas are standard equipsales to veterans in excess of
ment for pedestrians.
appraised "reasonable value"
are a direct violation of law and
Recent discoveries indicate
subject offenders to possible fedthat the Gulf Stream is only
eral prosecution.
about 15 miles wide and flows
Many cases have been reportat a speed of about six miles an
ed in which veterans have been
hour.
induced to pay the builder or
seller an amount over and above
Leftover juice frpm canned
the sales pr:ce shown on the
fruits is excellent thickened and
loan report submitted to VA, and
served over plain cake or cotupon which the government loaj
tage pudding.
guarantee is based.
Veterans who knowingly con- tion wiill be invalidated.
spire to evade the law by making such side payments risk loss
Veterans Administration and
of their rights under all veterads' the
Veterans Hospital Camp
laws, VA warned.
Shows have reestablished the
— As water of the Columbia river swirls
ANPORT, ORE., PEOPLE ON ROOFS OF HOUSES 1k All ItE;“
VA said that any lender who Hospital Sketching Program orsubmits a loan to VA for guaran- iginally instituted by the USOaround their homes at Vanport, Ore., (May 30), residents climb to rooli-ps to await rescue. Water burst through a
ty while possessing knowledge of Camp Shows, VA announced torailroad embankment at the west edge of the war-built town which is between Portland, Ore., and Vancouver,
a side payment in connection day.
Wash. (Al' Wirephoto)
with the sale—even though the
The program will draw on a
professional baseball. He says a trifle puzzling to Bobby Layne payment was made to a third pool of 150 volunteers, all profespro football will take up all the — that is, win general athletic party other than the lender—will sional artists, sending them out
acclaim. Maybe somewhere down be suspended from further par- for a week at a time to sketch
time he isn't putting into prithe line Bobby should have lost ticipation in the G. I. loan pro- portraits of hospitalized men
vate business.
a baseball game just to offer a gram. Also, any guaranty issued who receive the finished likeness
said he contrast.
opponents
Conference
in connection with the transac- as a gift.
That will show in a hurry just
By Harold V. Ratliff
a thing on the ball;
(AP NEWSFEATURES
what the fellow with the great- didn't have
Austin, Tex. — Bobby Layne est passing record in Southwest some even hinted at a "Layne
has thrown his last strike — Conference history has on the complex." They got so accustomed to taking lickings from
either with a football or base- ball.
him they just couldn't take adball — in the Southwest ConferNo one is going to know about
vantage of any deficiency in his
ence. But the argument rages on.
his baseball ability. All he has pitching.
There still are those who don't
greatest
winis
the
back of him
It all sounds pretty hollow —
think'Layne is a top-flight basening streak in conference an- this belittling the ability of the
ball player. And there even are
nals. In fact, it couldn't be bet- fellow many consider as the
some who are critical of his
ter because it's perfect. He van greatest athlete the University
ability as a footballer. ,
/K.tr of Texas ever had.
28 pitchSig victories One part of the argument
years of competition and didn't
In the 1946 Cotton Bowl footwill be settled and quickly. Next
suffer a loss. He went the route ball game Layne was doing the
fall he will play professional
20
of
those
games.
In
no
gaitre
in
pitching and Hub Bechtol the
football with the Chicago Bears.
did he leave with his team be- catching. Layne completed 11
a banquet held at the Teen Age hind.
out of 12 passes as Texas licked
Club.
Layne wound up his athletic Missouri.
Mr. Dick Mayes, who has spent career at Texas on May 14 when
In the Sugar Bowl game on
several months in Kansas, is he beat Texas A & M.
Jan. 1, 1948, Layne passed a fine
•!visiting Mr. and Mrs. Mayes
The next day teammate Char- Alabama team into defeat.
Traylor.
ley Gorin throttled the Aggies Layne was named the outstandMr. Leaman Lowry, Evansville again end Texas won its twenty- ing performer in both those maspent the week-end with his sixth baseball championship in jor bowl battles.
mother, Mrs. Belle Lowry, and 34 years of Southwest ConferThink of his baseball playing.
family.
ence campaigns.
There was the afternoon at ColRev. and Mrs. Ray Wigginton
Layne's all-time record
in lege Station when he was pitchhave taken an apartment in the baseball at Texas, this including ing a no-hit game. The Aggie
home of Mrs. Essie Rucker. Mrs. appearances against colleges, band played ikri loud, ear-shatterWigginton is expected to arrive semj-pro and professional outfits, ing tempo. But the blond Texas
this week from Detroit.
was 39 victories against seven bomber just stood out there on
Mr. and Mrs. Malcom Black- defeats. He pitched 378 2-3 inn- the mound, jutted out his chin
burn purchased the home of Mr. ings, allowed 273 hits and struck and continued to throw them
Summer Cotton Dress Material for Each Individual Purchase of
and Mrs. Paul West, where they out 381. In conference games he down the middle like cannon
will make their home.
hurled 241 1-3 innings, gave up balls.
Mrs. Robert Yates returned 66 hits and fanned 241.
'Just what a fellow has to do
from Riverside Hospital, PaduBut Bobby isn't going to try to win athletic acclaim might be
or more
cah, Saturday, after submitting
.
10141Mintion•••111moutr
•/,' 1111111101111/11111.1.11 ,1111111,,,,,••••••••••sinntousionminismionMINIPNIONNIININIMWIWIlmomml•M.1•011101
to a major operation there. Her
condition is much improved.
reduction
Mr. Jim Brooks and
Mr.
Making Your $5 Purchase Only $4
Smith Lowery made a business
trip to Louisville last week.
Rev. and Mrs. Harlan Thomas
and baby were Sunday dinner
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Russell
Black, Red or Green
Yates.
Mr. and Mrs. Lex Vinson and
S39
values
children, Carolyn and Jimmy, of
Chicago, were week-end guests
for $3
of Mr. and Mrs. Arlie Vinsbn.
Also in Blue, Yellow or Pink Linen — $3.00
.••••••••••
•
•
•
•••=10•14110.1•Mm•••••=••••••••••••••••

Grid Star Layne, Undefeated
On Diamond, Has Detractors

BARNES

ng and goy...for work or ploy

arefoot Sandals

Special Dollar
Day

a.

:I.

.

CONTROL

OF ALL RAILROADS

„,
46••
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in cOlorfuf
or white
smooth loather

Friday and Saturday

June 4th and 5th

I reds! Paste, ohms! Pinks'
iss! Whites! Styles galore
all as comfy as going
•

$5

foot! Long-wearing
her soles

Leather Ballets

rineeton Shoe Company
•••=•••••••

SPECIAL GROUP

CAMERAS

Brown and White Spectators

AND

Photographic Supplies
$6.50

35 MM Eastman

SPECIAL
We Have

3.5 Lens

KODAK

$86.58

Low

With Bellt-In Range Finder

Bulbs
Roth
SCREW IN
and
SLIP IN

1111111111111111.1mill:1,1111pAllei

KODASLIDE
PROJECTOR
Model $25.00
DUAFLEX CAMERA

Photoflash

values

°Medium and High Heels

SPECIAL GROUP

House Slippers

Made By Ea.stsnan

$13.49
ODAK,VIGILANT FOLDING CAMERAS

for

TYPES

Spartan FulVue Camera

$9.95

Brownie Reflex Camera
Flasholders

$9.49
4.03

•

$20.20

FILMS
We

$3.95 values for

Fully Cut

Tailored To Perfection

Have In Stock All
Sizes Regular Film

at a good white shirt for truly
good looks. Get your supply now from our
new selection:
You can't

Baby Brownie Cameras—special 3.16
- - -

Kodacolor Film
In
Regular MIPS

,

Brownie Target Box Cameras
$6.61
616 Size
$6.04

Many styles in all sizes.
From $2.95 to $5

620 Size

MAJORNORAY

WOOD BROS.

"Hopkinsvillels Most Complete Drug Store"

"Dad 'N Lad Store"

Corner Ninth and Virginia Sts.
•••••••••.••••••••••=11•••••••••••••
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Homemakers News
Schedule
June 6, 2 p.m., Lebanon, Mrs.
Clay Scott, hostess.
June 9, 1:45, Lakewood, Mrs,
Marshall Rogers, hostess.
June 10, 2 p.m., Cedar Bluff,
Mrs. Tula Goodwin, hostess.
June 11, 1:30 p.m., Eddyville
Road, Mrs. J. M. Tichenor,
hostess.

Training School For
Landscaping Leaders
The training school for landscaping leaders will be held in
the little courtroom in the courthouse, Friday afternoon, June 4
.
at 2 o'clock.
Special emphasis will be placed on farm entrances and care
of shrubs. This lesson will be
taught by Miss Wilma Vandiver
home agent. All landscaping
leaders are expected to attend as
this is the major project for
June, Miss Vandiver said.

makers May 28.
Mrs.. Bernard Jones read git.
Mark 5: 25-32. Mrs. W. D. Armstrong read 'Today" the thought
for the month.
Mrs. Lester Paris and Mrs. P.
L. Funk gave the major lesson,
"Planning Your Time".
Present were: Mrs. W. D. Armstrong, Mrs. Robert Coleman,
Mrs. J. F. Graham, Mrs. Harry
Johnson, Mrs. Bernard Jones,
Mrs. Hugh Murphy, Mrs. B. L.
Paris, Mrs. P. L. Funk, and Miss
Wilma Vandiver, home agent.
The June meeting will be
with Mrs. Robert Coleman.

airy ruarkwal ipt about the book
of Exodus Its original white
deerskin binding is the old.*
binding In the Library of Con-

University of Kentucky Honorary Degree Recipients

gress.
Frederick H. Goff, chief of the
rare books division of the Library of Congress, says that Mr.
Rosenwald has been able to "buy
for the Library ttlis• •
have been lacking for many
years that thsoLibrery has nev-

Ci
,,i,j, t•
not given his
Alma Mater, or to p"44
fictions, but to all
and no.,strings .
Mi. Goff.
- —
When servings (4
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Friendship

Friendship Homemakers met
in May with Mrs. Wilburn Crowe
as hostess.
Recipients of the Doctor of Laws honorary degree at tho University of ice Wiley H. Rutledge, commencement speaker; Governor Earle C. CieScripture reading, St. Mark 5:
Kentuokra 81st annual commencement exercises June 4 are, left to Mentz: DOM Whitehead, associated Press war correspondent, Honolulu;
26-32, was by Mrs. Denzil OrOVA: Judge Charles L Dawson, Louisville attorney; Supreme Court Jim- and Hal Price Headley, Payette County horse breeder and philanthropist
tin. The thought for the month
was by Mrs. Sheltie White, Jr.
Present were Mesdames Clint
Adams, Denzel Ortin, James
White, Wilburn Crowe, Shellie
White and Sheltie White, 'dr.,
visitors
Mesdames
Harvey
By Jane Eads
Quinn
Crowe, Orville Bates and DonWashington -- Leasing J. Ros"Planning ahead saves a lot nie Ray Ortin, Ronnie White,
By Merrill Swedlund
woman from the hills 'country
Miss Butler came home conof time and worry", said Mrs. Sandra White, Sue White and
LiAP NEWSFEATURES)
thinks women may hold 'the key vinced the women of _11.E_ world enwald has just given the
Clyde Coleman and Mrs. Marian Home Agent Wilma Vandiver. Indianapolis
priceanother
Congress
— When Sally to world peace.
of
brary
can
promote
help
Tire by
Sigler, home management leade next meeting will be With Butler went to work
of rare books.
The men haven't found any
in the Inspreading understanding and con- less gift
ers to the Quinn Homemakers, rs. Willie Wyatt Thursday afprogram
to
out
keep
of
The son of the late Julius
war.
us
dianapolis postoffice during the
fidenee across international
when that club met at the home, ternoon, June 17, at 2 o'clock.
Rosenwald, Chicago Philanthrofirst world war, the postmen Maybe. the women can't either, borders.
of Mrs. Will Sigler, May 24.
but they can't do any worse.
pist began a fabulous collection
called
her
a
hillbilly
from
Southmodest
lier
apartment
on
the
The minor project Serving
'
ern Indiana. They didn't like the It'll take the best that all of us north side of Indianapolis shows of books and prints more than
Food was given by Miss Alta Crider
have. The price
rice of peace is ashe deeded
mixture of Victorian chromos 25 years ago. In 1943
Towery. Mrs. W. Ramage, county' The Crider Homemakers Club idea of women working in the
suming the responsibilities of
to the Liand modern simplicity. She her- his collection of books
health nurse, demonstrated "Car- met May 19 at the home of Mrs. postoffice throwing mail sacks
tinniprints
Cleveland Hayes. The meeting around, even if manpower was citizenship."
self looks exactly like an effi- brary of Congress and
ing for the sick in the home."
She learned about responsibilto the National Gallery. The new
cient business woman.
Refreshments Were served to was called to order by Mrs. Hugh scarce.
Today, she's president of the ity 50 years ago on a farm in 'IA's my own generation, and group of magnificently illustratMrs. Roy Traylor, Miss Alta Yates.
Mrs. Williamson read the scrip- International Federation of Bus- the White River Hills above Par- the Me before it, that still ed books and manuscripts will be
Towery, Mrs. J. R. Vilhnes, Mrs.
agon, Ind., a small town 40 miles
thinks a woman's place is in the on display in the Library's exhiClyde Colernan, Mrs. Marian ture and Mrs. Clifton Clift the iness and Professional Women,
southwest of Indianapolis, She
thought
for
the
day.
directing
some
300,000
women
in
home," she said. "The younger bition hall throughout this sumSigler, Mrs. W. Ramage, Misses
Mrs. Yates gave a report of the a fight for equal opportunities was the youngest of 13 children men are more likely to think of
Vera Drennan, Wilma Vandiver,
and pitched in like the others
Among theAp_oks are a numMen and women in terms of
Luretta Traylor, Hilda Villines, council meeting and reminded in making a living and makiog
after their mother died. Tears
ber of the ',Ernes printed in
ability."
a
Aity."
Dean and Jean Sigler, Sandra the club of the county rug dis- the peace.
"We don't want to displace still comes to the eyes of this
career woman, she has the 15th Century by William
Coleman, and Mrs. Will Sigler. play in July and the election of
officers in June.
men," she said. "We just want efficient, graying woman of 58
— little time for housekeeping, but Caxton, the first English printwhen
she
remembers
her
father
The major project was given to see jobs given to the best
she believes woman's housewife- er. Mr. Rosenwald now has 16
Hopkinsville Road
by Miss Grace Adamson on qualified person—man or worn- and his advice. It took her far .y methods
are needed in the of the 100 books which Caxton
Mrs. P. L. Funk was hostess "Planning Work" or "What Is
from an Alice-sit-by-the-fire life:
printed. One of these, the "Game
administration of foreign aid.
to the Hopkinsville Road Home"Try to be all that you inTime and Effort Worth",
But Miss Butler isn't content
"Who better than a woman can and Playe of Cheese", is the secto let her B.P.W. clubs spend herited from your forefathers, judge what's needed in colthing ond book to be printed in the
English language. It is a moralall their energy on such goals besides all you can gain from and food."
as the so-called "equal rights" , your surroundings. If you don't
In the end, she thinks world ity book, using chess pieces as
•
do
that,
you're
not
measuring
amendment to the federal conpeace hopes rest in the spiritual examples and showing how their
cushions!
stitution. It's no longer enough up to your best.
counterparts in real life should
as
Comfy
feathers!
toneorthe homes.
Light as
„—
for a business woman to get in , When the postal service called
we.ve gotten too far away conduct themselves on a high
specs in
sabots,
straps,
newsy
Your
terested in her job and her for women to fill jobs, she de- from the fact that religious life ethial
for
• woo r leathers)
famousConnie's
company. The earnest, energetic' cided that was how sh'e could do has a great bearing on the
Another interesting item is
' her part in the first world war,
the world's only copy of "Helyachievement of a nation."
During the social hour Mrs. Wil- She quit school teaching in ParMiss Butler's childhood in a as, The Knight of the Swan",
liamson. conducted a railroad agon, and has worked for the
devout Methodist family makes printed in London in 1512 and
spelling contest.
Igovernment ever since. In the'
her believe "the divine being said to have cost more than $19,Misses Betty Jo Lester and last war she had already met
won't let dictators prevail." The 000. There is also a 12th Cen7“-.t?./'. 'L:117.'1/ -c].^
Jacqueline Shoulders gave an in- thousands of women through
-7,11T,
jolly farmgirl who showed the ik,
-iiii
-u-orgarmarerga
terestting demonstration of differ- B.P.W. clubs, and transferred to
men she could toss mail sacks f—
ent ways to wear scarfs and mag- the Treasury department to help
with the best of them says. "we
ic with hats,
sell war bonds. She even studcan't be sitting and waiting for
Members present were Mes- American and Indiana bar examdames W. P. Spickard, Hugh ied law at night and passed the , God to do it all."
You can't help but keep
Yates, J. B. Hewlett, Herten En- ination "because law opens a
This country is estimated to
ja McCormick - Deering
nis, Frank Wilson, Clifton Clift, lot of doors."
service
Cleveland Hayes, Arlie Vinson, She has stayed on in savings l have 400,000 miles of
Milker pail spotlessly
and residential gas pipe.
Charles
Wilson,
Leslie
Bright, bond work, but now she spends,
clean. Every part of the
Dolph
Williamson • and
Miss at least half her time traveling
surface that milk touches
Grace Adamson.
as international and national.
is readily seen for quick cleaning.
Visitors were Misses Wilma B.P.W. president. The work took
Besides, the completely stainless steel construction makes
Vandiver, Jacqueline Shoulders, her to Europe in 1946 and again
rusting impossible. Just take a look at this modern machine
Betty To Lester and Mesdames in 1947 and convinced her that
Albert Dunn, Smothers, Charles Europeans don't dislike Amer
and you'll agree that the easy-to-clean McCormick-Deering
Having made a specialty of seed cleaning for many years
Rowland, Marshall Rogers and leans.
helps produce more profitable milk.
Yes,
Black
now
find that our seed cleaning operation has out-grown
-Draught
Will Hayes.
may
help
an
Sometimes they couldn't unAnd the 9-inch pail opening ...
upset Stomach if
derstand our delays, hot they you have an upsetthe only rea.con
plant and equipment at 10th and Bethel St.
how can that mean better milk for
stomach is beaccepted it. What impressed me cause of constisaation. BlackHall
you? Because it simplifies your cleanDraught,
Hall Homemakers met with was the way they help each usually the friendly laxative, is
prompt and thorough when
ing job, thus keeping bacteria at a
Mrs. Ben Littlefield Monday, other—we won't have to con- taken as directed. It
costs only a
minimum, and speeds up drying.
tinue
our
aid
indefinitely.
They
penny or less a dose. That's why it
May 17.
has
re
been
a
proud
—
they
There's a good way to prove these
don't want to
best-seller with four
. The major project studied by
generations. If you are troubled
facts. Stop in and look over this great
the club was "What is Your be paupers."
with such symptomsasIsss of appeWhen she Went to Europe in tite,headache,
Time Worth"., Mrs. Lowell Cook
milker or, better yet, arrange for a
upsetstomach,flatugave the minor project on table 1946, she took along dozens of lence, physical fatigue, sleeplessdemonstration. Find out for yourself
service. Mrs. Everett Creasey nylon hose for clothes-hungry ness, mental haziness, bad breath—
just how the McCormick - Deering
and it these symptoms are due only
had charge of the recreation women there. They showered her r to constipation
— then see what
Milker turps out cleaner, healthier
with
jewelry
and
souvenirs
and
I
program.
131ack-Draught may do for you.
milk.
even
Get
offered
to
share
a
their
food. j
package today.
Present - were: Mrs. Everett
Creaseys Mrs. A. R. Horning, Mrs.
M. C. Smith, Mrs. Mary Thompson, Mrs. Lowell Cook, Mrs. Clifton Jackson and Mrs. Walter Lit
tlefield.
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IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT
TO ALL FARMERS

I.

McCORMICK-DEERING
MILKERS—CREAM SEPARATORS

•A

Gravity Separator

• A Spearator

You Needn't Day

a "Pig in
a Poke"

Step out
white

leather

these

• A Seed Selector

exciting

sling

•A

pumps

and you'll really make head-

lightfully cut-out vamp,these
platforms will

your feet

Buckhorn Machine

These machines will enable us to take turnip out of
clover, vetch from rye and wheat, onion from certain
remove buckhorn and dodder from clover seed

lines! With open toes and de-

lovely

We Have
Water Systems on Display!

in

make

performance out-

MR. CREASIE LATHAM, an experienced and reliable seed cleo
ing plant operator will be in charge of our new operations

standing always!

No longer need you order a water, system "sight unseen."
Eaving of government regulations now permits us to display
a diversified line of these farm labor savers.
ie reconimend Fairbanks-Morse Water Systems because
our investigations convinced us that they are tops in design
and constructlori tops forgiving la4iiagly dependable service;
tops in assurance of repair parts when you need them ... and
because the line is '10 roinplete that we ran always offer the
very best type and sire for each individual need.
Drop in and see our display next time you're in town.

WE INVITE YOU TO COME IN AND INSPECT OUR NEW PLANT

We Will Appreciate an Opportunity to Serve You

B. N. LUSBY

CAYCE-YOST COMPANY
(Incorporated)
BOTTLED UNDER AUMOINTY Or THE COCA-COLA COMPANY BY
Hopkinsville Coca-Cola Bottling Oimpany
Wator flpelmne • Ramp Formp• • •'2"." Emitne. • Light Plante • IFInahmili•
Panay Jsel•• • Glom Shalom • Rammer 11(10.
WA•Ame• • Promem

01,411,TM

Coro-Cola

Company

SEED CLEANING DEPARTMENT

In recent weeks in
ey have increased.
1950 .. . 1960?
No one can definitel
of how high future
only 4 percent on a
you make TODAY!
Are you fully prot
rate on your prese
now with a long t
Bank Loan. You'll
interest from year
right to pay off any
penalty.
A Federal Land B
the difference bet

Three Rivers

N

J. D. ALEXAND
Phone 30

eseeMslameweilea. AAMMineesee
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crop than the poor harvest of
last fall, Most farmers look at
farm—The
Des Moines— AP
the hog and corn prices at breeder who breeds for fall pigs this ing time in making their breednell
starred here.
Bernard Gainer
year should be in a favorable ing plans. So we can't expect a
isirwsrEarua(e)
Her happy
marriage, the
position, writes Francis A. Ku sharp increase in hog numbers
The Illinois Central Railroad ugh, managing editor of "Iowa before the 1949 spring pig crop.
Lady, would you theatrical star says, accounts for
build and buy 4,975 new Farm Science". Hogs appeal- as That should put the farmer who
will
the
s
of
younger?
attribmuch
youthfulnes
)k ten years
cars in 1949, at a cost of the nation's only source for hold- breeds for fall pigs this year
freight
uted to her. She and MeClintic
know how?
$20,000,000, as a re- ing up meat output, he says. in a favorable position."
than
more
juat celebrated their 26th anniis tip from Katharine
sult of recommendations which Cattle numbers have been going
than a quarter of
ore
versary—"m
were approved by the board of downhill since 145, and lamb
ho just passed 50, but a century of love," as she puts it.
Falconry, a method of huntdirectors.
slaughter never makes up a very ing small game before the advent
and sometimes youngThe stage, naturally, has a
The 4,975 new freight cars, large share of the total meat of firearms, was revived as a
worry, fall in love, du corn* on her time. The way
added to 6,376 in the 1948 pro- output.
, ular in England
sportt and.Iop
that is important she feels about it, you can lose
gram, will make an addition of
"The hog-corn ratio is not very
'years as long as you have some-11,351 new freight oars to Illi- favorable today, but things will
the number one wrin- thing—whether it's needlework,
Fish fillets that are to be baknois Central equipment in the be different with a good corn
Miss Cornell said in acting or shooting pool—that is
2-year period.
crop next fall," Kutish writes. ed or broiled may be brushed
ew. But wrinkles don't important to you. For Miss CorThe 1949 program consists of "Odds favor a larger 1948 corn with mayonnaise first.
much, either. "They nell, the theater fills this need.
3,000 hopper cars to be built in
ture charm in a happy
She and her husband plan to
the Illinois Central car shops at
ng it character," she return from here to their home
Centralia, Ill., and 1,500 hopper,
at Martha's Vinyard, Mass. There
STRAW
100 covered hopper and 375 flat SOY ARS,.
e you think the actress she plans looking over a forthother
from
ordered
be
to
cars
vthing to worry about, coming script of "For One Sweet
am'
DIFFERENT CROPS...
IN
builders.
Id you feel at the pros- Grape." This is being adapted
up
made
is
A
AO
LESP▪ILIZ
'
program
1948
The
eing $50,000 go out the especially for production by
I 41t
Harlem hospital in New York of 1,500 box and 1,500 hopper
68-111
DAD
FOR
35
TO
TOTAL
for good?
BRING
TRIPLETS
Miss Cornell from the historical
DDSS
cars that are being built at Cen'RN
the share of investment novel by Kate O'Brien, the Irish Nurses Vivienne Dorset (left) and Lorraine Dunning hold prematurely born triplets—
and 3,376 hopper cars
tralia
were
children
The
performer.
circus
director
her
68,
former
Dupre,
and
rnell
two girls and a boy—of Anthony
author.
34, in their apartment in New York. The triplets coming from other builders.
Guthrie McClintic
Whatever her next production, born to Dupre's fourth wife, Juanita,
The 2-year addition of 7,878
DOUG STRAW
lose on their production it's a good guess that during the make a total of thirty-five children for Dupre.(AP Wirephoto).
new hopper cars is made neces- ----- espeare's "Antony and intermission, you'll hear the ladsary by the expansion of coal
Surplus Workstock
What It Means:
' in which Miss Cor ies speculating:
TIMOTHY
mining along the Illinois CenTo
Feed
Expensive
"My, she looks like she's 35 or
Illiand tral Railroad in Southern
horses
extra
Keeping
40. You'd never think she was
nois and Western Kntucky.
mlues on farms may prove an
,, 14
4 ,*
60."
American goods were exported.
By Robert E. Geiger
this year, says
luxury
expensive
"No, dear, she's only 50."
of
queen
di
Medici,
Catherine
Congress
Democratic
1934
"re-:The
term,
The
Washington —
Harry M. Young, Jr., economist
"Well, she still looks 40. How
France, pioneered in the wearing
ciprocal trade" will be in the changed our system. This was at the College of Agriculture and
does she do it?"
of richly designed accessories
of
University
Economics,
this
Home
when
depression
the
ant get it by wire
during
headlines for the next few
such as rings and gloves.
now
it
figures
He
Kentucky.
to start
weeks. That's because the Re- government wanted
I
costs about twice as much to feed
your home's on fire. College Radio Programs
Trade Act passed by a world trade going again. The
"The Fuel Situation for Heat ciprocal
before
did
it
as
mule
a horse or
Congress in 1934 and Democrats set up
reciprocal the war. A work animal will eat
and Power on the Farm" will be Democratic
Congresses will
later
by
renewed
Get It Here
this
by
J.
Under
Prof.
7
discussed on June
trade agreements.
about 30 bushels of corn and
12 unless the presB. Kelley on the regular College expire June
plan, since 1934, we have lower- two tons of hay in a year.
extends
Congress
Republican
ent
Rule
e the Golden
of Agriculture and Home Eco"After buying a tractor it
has an important ed tariffs by as much as 75 pernomies radio program heard da- it. This act
be good managena- probably would
busiOther
goods.
States
some
United
Or'
on
on
cent
bearing
New Holland Model 76 Hey Idler
Applies.
ily over station WHAS at 12:45
ment to sell some of the horses
farmand
ng
•
tions lowered some of their tar and mules on the farm," Mr.
p.m. Other speakers and their ness, manufacturi
the
extended
iffs in return.
subjects are: June 8, T. R. Bry- ing. II it is not
Young suggested. "Very likely
tart down that first windrow without a
which the U.S.
ant, "The 25th Annual 4-H Club -platform" upon
Thus we can sell our goods at the feed, labor and pasture needworry. Your New Holland Baler is going to
its
of
much
conducting
been
has
Regardless of the type of bay or straw.
work.
Week"; June 9, an interview
cheaper prices aboard. Some na- ed for the surplus horses or
collapses.
Even corn fodder is baled for easy handling
with the state 4-H club officers: international trade
sell their goods cheap- mules could be used with profit
can
tions
and storage. New Holland designs and builds
Here's the background:
Atwell Adair, Bourbon couray.
Balers to save you time and money from early
er in this country. The theory is to feed to dairy cows, beef catCongress
Republican
a
In 1930
spring to late fall.
Ins. Agency
Polly Stovall, Logan county and
stimulates trade and tle, sheep or hogs."
this
•SW IlOttsisto
that
law.
ey
And one-man operation means just that. In
Jo Ann Kinsey, Graves county: passed the Smoot-Hawl
prosperity. Such trade agreemany fields, one man, driving the tractor,
up- some of the highest
set
It
Dem*
4-H
in
"Winners
10,
June
Phone 54
can be approved by Saves By Sewing
bales up to 10 tons per hour. Follow the Baler
This law ments now
a New Holland Bale Loader and your
with
onstration Team Contests," Miss tariffs in U. S. history.
without consultPresident
course,
the
117 W. Main St. —
tailoring
A four-day
You will
hay crop is completely mechanized. The Model
Dorothy Gentry and Ernest Fish, said to foreign nations:
Congress.
Hart
ing
Princeton, Ky.
Harper"of
which Mrs. Harry
76 Baler kicking out 7 twine-tied
a
and June 11, 'Winners in Water have to pay this government
bales every minute ... the Model
One argument against the act county took last fall from Home
certain
bring
to
price
certain
46 Bale Loader picking up bales
Management Contest," Elwyn S.
been this: Some business has Agent Martha Jane Jones, has re
has
States
United
the
products into
from any angle for stacking on
M".1 35,
been damaged by competition let suited in a saving of at least
truck or wagon.
for sale. The effect of this was
the
in under the law. One of
In a nutshell, here's what this
$115. Mrs. Harper not only made
to increase the price the U. S.
Farm Engineered team does for
*VA..
,1
act's chief opponents, Rep. Gear- a wool suit and jacket for herpublic paid for some imported
haying.Gives you better qualyour
hart (R.-Calif.) chairman of a self, but she also made two
ity hay (because baling saves more
goods. This protected United
and Means subcom- men's sport jackets. The actual
Ways
House
of the valuable hay leaves). Saves
Here's your (fume Si two (AStates citizens who had the same
noLa
barn space (baled hay uses only
mittee, has been holding closed cost of all the garments was $75,
dios in one. You thrill to the
wanted
but
sell
to
goods
of
kind
one-fourth the storage area ot
uncanny perfection of FM—all
hearings on extending the act. while similar ones, ready-made
ask,
forigners
t.ssits
lodse hay). Cuts man-power arid
higher prices than
static, fading and station interOne proposal is that Congress would have cost about $190.
labor costs way down.
ference
You
virtually
eliminated.
ed in this country.
be given authority to review forenjoy your favorite AM proAfter we did this other nations
today
grams, too, in 001g..01 color to.
eign trade agreements, instead of
Corm an °ad so. lloos• Form Fnal000rod Machin..
set high tariffs on the goods
III Wind — $3.25 Worth
Exclusive G•E Beamascope,
only the President.
AP — The wind
—
Ill.
Joliet,
we wanted to sell them. This
powerful
Dynapower speaker.
The possibilities are these:
Lovely rosewood plastic cabinet
increased the prices the public
blew out the tail light in his auI. That Congress may kill the
See
it,
hear
it—today.
told
pay
to
Thayer
had
R.
countries
Allen
tomobile,
in foreign
act. This is considered unlikely.
he was arrested for
when
for American goods. Thus, fewer
police
Fredonia, Ky.
2. That the act will be extended,
operating a vehicle without a ,
Holmes, and "The Dress Revue,': but nobody knows for how long. tail light. Thayer explained he
Miss Edith Lacy. On June 12, President Truman has recom- was using a kerosene tail light. ;
recent weeks interest rates on borrowed monat 12:15 p.m., Miss Lulie Logan mended three years. The Repub- Police Magistrate Thomas K..
y have increased. Will this trend continue into
will discuss "A Review of 4-H licans have proposed to extend
950 .. . 1960?
•
Sprague fined him $3.25 and told'
‘IS
',sem ENGINE/9y
it. only one year, so Congress
Week."
o one can definitely predict. But ... regardless
him to modernize the car's light- S. Seminary St.
VA
Phone
situathe
I
then may imvestigate
f how high future rates may go, you would pay
ing or he might be arrested
tion more thoroughly. 3. That
the wind is blowing.
nly 4 percent on any Federal Land Bank Loan
again—if
the act may be extended but imou make TODAY!
portant changes will be made.
re you fully protected against an increase in
A trade conference was held New Jersey Irish
Flying ants may be termites—
ate on your present loan? If not, refinance it
in Geneva all last summer. South Bend, Ind. -- AP — The
possibly in your home. A FREE
ow with a long term, amortized Federal Land
Twenty-three countries, includ- Notre Dame football team will
TERMINIX INSPECTION will
ank Loan. You'll have protection from higher
ing the U. S., attended. They have a definite New Jersey tinge
the
have
you'll
And,
information
accurate
year.
give you
terest from year to
worked out a nurtiber of agree- down the middle this fall. Bill
without
time,
damany
at
on the extent of termite
ght to pay off any amount
ments. The United States already Walsh, from Phillipsburg, is exage in your property. Don't denalty.
proposed a permanent inter- pected to be the number one
had
means
lay, call today!
Federal Land Bank Loan made now,
tr ade organization center, Frank Tripucka, Bloomnational
STEGER LUMBER CO.
he difference between security and anxiety.
the United Nations. field, will be at quarterback and
under
(ITO)
Phone 517-.1
Fifty-four nations met in Hava- John Panelli, Morristown, figAuthorized Representative of
na, Cuba, in a conference that ures as first string fullback.
Ohie Valley Ternsinix Corp..
hree Rivers National Farm Loan Asso.
lasted from the fall of 1947 until
tICE 19?).
1948. They signed an
As Adria-Med In"The Post*" March
J. D. ALEXANDER, Secy, and Treas.
agreement to set up the ITO.
But this organization won't exist
Princeton, Ky.
TERM IN IX
Phone 30
in
WORLD'S LARGE ,,1 IN Ilfird.lik CON1ROL until Congress and the other nations ratify the agreement and
it
act on
won't
Congress
HOPKINSVILLE
until 1949.
and through-

IC To Acquire
4915 Freight Cars

Lila For Keeping l'oung

Fall Hogs Good Bet
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The Reciprocal lrade Program

Insurance
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FM

\6

TULE RADIO

S

A. Wogdall

DOUBLE
VALUE...s

PROTECT

89.95

your
TOMORROW

Young Hdwe. & Implement Co.

Today!.

Princeton Lumber
Company

avionP
NEW HOLLAND

STOP TERMITE. DAMAGE

June is
Dairy Month
Cooperating with dairy farmers in Kentucky

Ole Miss Grid Star
Is Star Student, Too

HERE IS THE VERY
LATEST IN PAINT

IDENTICALLY
MATCHED COLORS
you
can get 3 different finishes all
in the same color—ready mixed
ieuistC 7,C.CO/t4tertd

,Now

Look how this simplifies decoratingl
Now you can match your woodwork
FLAT WALL PAINT—made with oil with your wall color for modern decorative effects. Wall in flat ... woodwork in semi-gloss or high gloss ... all
SEMI-GLOSS—for walls, woodwork finishes in Identically Matched Colors.
Ask for the descriptive folder showwalls, woodwork ing modern effects.

rLATLUX

SATIll-LUX
GLOS-LUX
HIGH-GLOSS—for

"WIN
10E-N T. PA I NNO"
0 N --5•A•4041

111111111

cGough Paint & Wallpaper Store
etOR

Ky.

Store"
"The Complete Paint

Phone 762

Ilitionnitinunto

University, Miss. — AP — In
37 courses, Everette Harper, of
Moss Point, Miss., regular right
end last season on Mississippi's
conference championship eleven
and a senior law student, has
collected 18 A's. He recently was
named to receive the Phi Delta
Phi legal award which goes annually "to the senior whose character, scholarship, personality
and general ability best exemplify the attributes of the successful lawyer."
Use lime, juice for frosting for
a white cake; cream the butter
or margarine with the sifted
confectioners' sugar and moisten
with the lime juice. Tint the
frosting a delicate green with
food coloring if desired.

When Your
Back Hurts
And Your Strength and
Energy Is Below Par
It may he minted by disorder of kidney function that permite poiwinoue
waste to accumulate. For truly many
people feel tired, weak and minersble
when the kidney. fail to rernelve racees
arid, and other waste matter from the
blond,
You may miff's', nagging beekache,
rheumatic paint, he•dachee. dissinms.
getting up nights, leg pain., ,welling.
Sometimes frequent and scanty urination with !smarting end burning I. •nother sign that .i,n,,'thing I. w,çng 'nth
the kidneys fly blarld•r.
There !should he nu doubt that prompt
treatment le elect than neglect. Rae
Mutter Pills. It is better to rely on •
medicine that has Iron countryside approval than on eomething lows favorably
known. Dona's hese been tried and tested many pens Are at all drug atoms
Get Dean • today.

DOAN'S PILLS

out the nation, we are observing June as Dairy Month, urging that

shop

w icarso n
to,

the month be fittingly observed, in private and public, in order
to increase appreciation and consumption of milk and dairy products and improve our standard of health, enjoyment of delicious
dairy foods and well-being.

Women's Weo,
- Not More, But Betr Merchandise"
exclusively yours
(Incorporated

Immediate Delivery on a

Nutt Certified Motor
Ford
Plymouth

TRY OUR GRADE-A PASTEURIZED MILK TODAY!
You'll see for yourself its creamy, rich goodness and be
assured it will put you on the road to better health!

LET'S OBSERVE DAIRY MONTH IN
COMMUNITY

OUR

OWN

LIKEWISE!

Chevrolet

As low as $25 down
The perfectly balanced mo
tor for the

owner who de

mands the best.
See Ed Anderson

Montgomery

Ward

Princeton Cream
and Butter Co.

Hopkinsville

B. T. DAUM, Prop.
lfhone 161
.$

.s.

Pa.e Twelve
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Careless Walking Leads
To Many Traffic Deaths

All Eastern Kentucky
Counties Dry, Legally

stroke of midnight
that hour liquor
saki
illegal in Pike
county
In the district. It ws
;
of the 120 counties in
to become dry.

'Pikeville - AP - P'rohibition forces, after years of fightBUILD WITH ROC.. We have
ing, completed a grand slam in
building stone from 1-2-inch
all of eastern Kentucky at the
thick. Large as you like. We
Clements, Johnson And
By Julien It Harvey
trians should be iequired to
-also can saw put your preFarnsley Speak For
and walk facing
rock for fireplaces Manager, National Conservation carry a light
cision
traffic.
Bureau
Good Will Visitors
mantle pieces, long tables, 4x4
(This is one of a series of 10
6. Crossing highways on which
ft. P'Pool and Sons. Phone
Princeton
extoling
Speechs
tfc articles on street and highway there is heavy traffic should be
451--. Princeton, Ky.
were the order of the day last
safety, written 'by nationally permitted in rural areas only at
Thursday morning, when memHOUSE FOR SALE: 5-room; recognized accident prevention points where the pedestrian has
bers of Louisville's Board of
full-sized basement; furnace; specialists and published by this 'a clear and unobstructed view of
Trade Spring Good Will Tour
hot and cold water; also 1947 newspaper in the interest of the highway for 300 feet in either
marched into the courthouse
direction.
Crosley Convertible. R. R greater traffic safety.)
square, the Jefferson County
The time has come when all
2tp
Sewell, Maple Ave.
7. Pedestrians crossing interleading,
Corps
Bugle
and
Drum
communities neeed laws to con- sections at designated crossSons
&
Dresner
S.
for,
See
us
100
or
followed by delegates,
trol pedestrians as well as auto- walks under appropriate signal,
luggage; Matched bags or in- mobiles.
more strong.
If provided, or where no signal
ltc
dividual. Eldred Hdwe. Co.
Mayor W. L. Cash welcomed
All of us are pedestrians • most is in operation, should have the
42 x 90
FOR SALE: One gas stove; in of the time. Therefore we feel right of way over automobiles
the metropolis visitors and told
White
perms
ltc more in our own element when
good condition. Call 175.
of some of the local attractions
turning right or left.
nent finish orand industries.
we
are
walking,
and
as
a
group
The final criterion to be used,
FOR RENT: Two-room furnished
gandy that falLs
The master of ceremonies, Tom
we fail to understand the limiapartment. Call Princeton Ho
in judging whether or not pegracefully a n d
Baliantine, a director of the
tations of the automobile. Even
ltc
destrians should dispute t he
tel.
softly-and stays
board, thanked Mayor Cash and
experienced drivers forget these
roadway with an automobile is
fiesh and fresh
inserted a swift pun, saying
BATTERIES
limitations when they become
this-there is no equal competiafter washing.
'Princeton has something which
With a written guarantee for pedestrians.
tion between a 150-pound peevery city needs. It has. 'The
Year after year the records
your car, truck or tractor. Get
destrian and a 3,000-pound at,
Cash'."
our price. Hodge Motor and continue to show that nearly tomobile!
Speakers for the touring group
three
of
Phone
every
four
pedestrians
Company.
Implement
KISS FROM THE WINNER - Jean Chappelear
were Louisville's Mayor Farnstfc killed in motor vehicle ace!
87.
ley, Governor Earle C. Clements (right), of Ravenna, Ohio, plants a kiss on Darrell
dents were either committing Sri
TIRES
and Keen Johnson, former gov- Flavelle, who is alto fourteen years old, at the conclusion
unsafe act or violating a traffi, •
Attractvie block design in heavy
ernor.
of the National Spelling Bee in Washington, D. C. (May With a written guarantee for ear law. Crossing against a signal
Terry Cloth.
Governor Clements referred 28). Jean won the contest and Darrel was runner-up. He
truck or tractor. Get our price was reported in approximately
briefly to _some missing memHodge Motor and Implement 18 percent of the accidents in
Green - Gold & Blue
is from Washington, D. C.(AP Wirephoto)
tic volving adult pedestrians. Play
bers of the delegation, saying
Company. Phone 87.
Buried
In
Scott,
96,
Joe
they were waiting in the special
ing in the roadway and crossing
Donations .
HOMES and FARMS: If you between crossways accounted for
Lebanon Church Cemetrain until a wet county was Polio Fund
want to buy or sell property, three fifths of the child pedes
reached. The Governor recalled. Average 6¢ A Person
tery
Tuesday
call or see C, A. Woodall, train accidents. Unless we mend
Contributions in Caldwell
high school days. in Morganfield
Funeral services for Joe Scott,
ltc
and
175.
Phone
54
of
March
when he played football against county to the 1948
our ways, the same tragic story 98, lifelong resident of Caldwell
Princeton teams of that time, Dimes totaled $988.71, or an avwill be repeated in 1948.
county who died at his home in
ElectStallins
and
Kennedy
naming some of the players, in- erage of 8.32 cents for every
Means Possible Merger
An effective solution to the Scottsburg Monday, were held at
wiringl
rical contractors; REA
cluding William Pickering, Lo- person in the county, according
Of City, County Systems a specialty. Work guaranteed. problem of pedestrian accidents the Lebanon Church Tuesday afcust st. Mr. Johnson expressed to G. T. Carmichael, State camcan only be attained through ternoon at 2:30 o'clock. Last
tfc firm use of the three E's of
Phone 3654 or 541-W.
pleasure at being back among paign .chairman. This year's net • At Lexington
rites were conducted by the Rev.
Lexington - AP - The Lexold friends here.
safety: namely, education, en- Z. Cannon and burial was in the
receipts, $240,970.63, set a new
SEAT COVERS
Local industrial products were record for Kentucky, an increase ington Board of Education agreed
gineering and enforcement. Pe- church cemetery.,
in white or pastel stab
the courthouse of 5.93 percent, compared to the this week to co-operate in a Guraanteed not to rip or fade. destrian laws should be designed
displayed on
Survivors include five sons,
Instaltruck.
or
survey
car
pointing
For
to
your
a
possible
steps, including exhibits from 1947 total, Mr. Carmichael said
Practical Gifts for Her
not only to control the walker, Floyd, Edgar, Mark, and Cary,
merger of the city and county
lation by experts at no extra but to inform the automobile
the Princeton Hosiery Mills, this week.
of Princeton, and Urey Scott,
cost. Bodge Illotor and Imple- driver as to his area of respon>school systems.
Cumbeland Shirt Factory and
Denver, Colo.: two daughters,
ment Company. Phone 87. tic sibility. The should provide for
The proposal is one of five
Kentucky Whip and Collar Co.
Read Leader Classif.
Mrs. J. L. Brown, Princeton, and
points in the county system slatthe following:
Mrs. W. E. Davis, Denver, Colo.;
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ed for review by out-of-state ed- YOu can save 25 cents of your
1.
Crosswalks
should be clear- a granddairghter, Blanche NewI
paint dollar by using RED ly defined at all intersections
ucational consultants.
in som, and two great grandchiltfc urban areas and
SPOT. Joiner's.
The Princeton Board of EduDruid & Cannon
pedestrians pro- dren.
cation recently agreed to pay
hibited
from
crossing
streets
beMr. Scott was the son of Marhalf of the cost of a survey WANTED: Fancy hat pins. The tween crosswalks or, where trafcus Scott, for whom Scottsburg
Swap Shop. W. Market St. ltc
here, to determiqe what is wrong
fic signals are in operation, community
81 x 99
&
81 x 108
was named.
with the school systems of the
against the signal.
•
smooth as silk and
SAVE MONEY
city and county, but the County
2. Walking in the roadway in
pure white, with plenBuy engineered Mo-Par parts
Frankfort Newsman is
Board of Education declined.
.
ty of stamina to take
your tboth urban and rural areas
I and Accessories for
Cost of this proposed survey, the
long wear.
Chrysler-built automobiles and 'should be prohibited when side. Director Of Publicity
University of Kentucky advised,
Frankfort - AP - Clay Wade
1 STANDARD MOTOR BIKE
trucks. Hodge Motor and Im- walks are provided.
$150.00
would be $1,500.
3. Walking in the„.roclway' un- Bailey, a Frankfort news gathplement Company. Phone 87.
I HEAVY BUILT MOTOR BIKE with Spring
tfc der the influence of intoxicants erer for the last 20 years, has
Fork, Front Wheel Brake, Large Spokes
170.00
should be prohibited.
Administrator's Notice
been appointed director of the
FACTORY REBUILT MOTOR BIKE
110.00
All persons knowing themsel- FOR SALE: J. I. Case tractor4. When it is necessary to walk Division of Publicity in the State
LADIES' & MEN'S SIZE BICYCLES
39.50
ves indebted to the estate of
drawn corn planter with fer- in the roadway, because of the Conservation
. GIRLS' & BOYS' SIZE BICYCLES
Department. He
38.50
the late Leo Garrett, please settilizer attachment; will work absence of sidewalks, pedes- took office Monday, succeeding
1 SIX TO TEN YR. OLD BICYCLE
38.00
tle same with me on or before
on any tractor. Mitchell Im- trians should be required to George A. Joplin, Jr., Somerset
I LAWN MOWERS - Rubber Tires
17.75
August 1, 1948 and those holdplement Co. Phone 242. ltc walk facing traffic.
Republican.
6.00 x 16 4 PLY TIRES
10.50
ing claims against the estate will
5. When it is necessary to walk
6.50x 16 PLY TRUCK
16.50
be required to present same, FOR SALE: Large Super-6 re- in the roadway at night, pedesEverybody Reads the Leader
BICYCLE Tires - Tubes - Parts - Accessories - Reproperly proven, by above date.
frigerator. Oil burner type. In
pair Work - Wheels Respoked - Painting.
I
Addie Garrett, Admx.
excellent condition. Ph on e
Next'Door to A. B. Barber Shop
I
Leo Garrett Estate
3tc
3114. Lee Mashburn, Princeton,
E
Route 3.
2tp
Civil Service - something you

Aged Resident Of
County Succumbs

r,14/0• 1 1. M 10/SOM _ •
BICYCLES

, SHEETS.

SCHWINN BUILT

Wi:FlIZZER
MOTOR BIKES

I
!.

Jack's Cycle Shop

get in restaurants between wars. PIANOS - RADIt.'S-ORGANS
(U. S. N. A. Log)
- SOLOVOX. Top quality.
bottom price. DYE PIANO CO.,
409 S. Main, Hopkinsville, Ky.
Ph. 652-M.
52tp

EDDYVILLE, KY.
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SORGHUM

Genuine Country

DUFF'S

I want some washing and ironing. Call 342 after 5:30 p.m. ltp

PET

Hot Roll Mix

Milk

CAMPBELL'S

TEXSUN

Tomato Soup

101/
2

oz. can

; Local Recruiters To
Attend Slate Conference

Grapefruit Juice 46 oz. can

HEART OF FLORIDA, sweetened

GREAT NORTHERN

Orange Juice

Beans

46 oz. can

lb. 17¢,

3 lbs.

POPULAR BRANDS

LITE FLAKE

Chewing Gum
pkg.
4¢
Paper Plates pkg. of ten
1 2/
1
2
Paper Forks
pkg. of 14
9¢
SPAM
12 oz. can
52¢

FLOUR
25 lb. bag
$1.85
Paper Spoons
9¢
pkg. of 14

POTTED

MEAT

1 lb. can

54
55

GOLD KRAFT

Peanut Butter • 16 oz. jar

29

FISHER'S, AMERICAN

CHEESE

2 lb. box

99

LIPTON'S

TEA

16 oz. pkg. 35

16 oz. jar

CORN

ToMato Catsup
COFFEE

14 oz. bot.'

15¢

1 lb. can

54¢

2 lb. pkg.

45¢

OVENKIST

40

Paper
125 ft. to pkg.
Ginger Snaps
bulk lb.

also proud to announce that this modern store will
carry a full line of AETNA PRODUCTS, including
PENNZOIL MOTOR OILS

We are

PEAS

KRAUT

Honey Dew, standard 3 sieve, Alaska

30¢
17¢

HUNT'S

SPAGHETTI

221
/
2(1

LADY BETTY

Potato Salad
MAZO

25¢

29 oz. can

School Day, extra standard three

gal.
$1.65
PEAS
two 19 oz. cans
Pickled Beets, Home Style
19 oz. can, 13¢ 2 cans for 25¢

RED AND SWEET
SMALL & TENDER

15¢

NEW CALIFORNIA WHITE

lb.

4¢

Feagan's Super Market

CHASE & SANBORN, reg. or drip

MACARONI OR

Watermelons

19 oz. can

Being sole owner of Prince
Hardware Co., doing business in
the city of Eddyville, Ky., I have
sold to Rudolph Morgan and
Virginia Prince Morgan the said
Prince Hardware Co., they acquiring all assets and assuming
all liabilities of same.
T. E. Prince, Eddyville.

SCOTT COUNTY

OLIVES
5 oz. jar
22
Cigarettes, popular brands, carton
Ky. $1.55, Ind. $1.65 inc. tax

SORGHUM

15¢

KENT FARM, whole kernel

Fruit Cocktail

PURE COUNTRY

full qt. jar

MUSTARD

SHUFELDT, plain

two 19 oz. cans

19¢

Notice

Diamond, roll, Waxed

INDIANA, pure clover

HONEY

4 oz. can

Soda Crackers

8 oz. pkg.

IGLEHEART'S, SWANS DOWN

White Cake Mix

52¢

PEPPY HOT

FOLGER'S, reg. or drip

COFFEE

12 oz. can

SAUSAGE

16 oz. can
1 lb. can

40¢

VIENNA

MAXWELL HOUSE, reg. or drip

COFFEE

125 to pkg.

Napkins
SWIPI"S

PREM

51
/
2 oz. can

SARATOGA BRAND

Pork & Beans

Diamond, folded Paper

The PrRteetow.. Army Recruiting Station will be closed Friday and Saturday, S. Sgt. Bert
Lieber said this week. Personnel
of the station,
II others in
Kentucky, will
conference of recruiters in

Potatoes

10 lb. bag

FRESH SOLID HEADS

Yellow Squash

lb.
19¢
Cabbage
lb.
Lard, pure hog, 50 lb. can, $11.99
Listen to "Bing Sings" Daily WSON, Henderson, Ky. 9 A.
WVJS 6 P. M.
Owensboro, Ky., Week Days

Red Front Stores
MORE- FOR YOUR MONEY ALL tHE TIME

Forget old-style hearing aids. The OneUnit Beltone banishes all their familiar
disromforta. No more big, bulky, separate battery packs ... dangling battery wires. No painful harsh noises,
hollow undertones, "static". Learn today how much better, more clearly,
happily, you can now molly hear/

Paul Morton, Spec. Rep
Lynn Grove, Ky.

N..
rni
71.7.','„riAvg.
assAsD 130W TO OVVItit.tralliTTI

I

Beltone Hearing Service
Box 727

Paducah, Ky.

